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Abstract

The strong-field ionization dynamics of silver and xenon clusters embedded in helium
droplets are studied using the femtosecond pulse shaping techniques. By adaptively tai-
loring the temporal shapes of the laser pulses, the coupling of the energy into the silver
clusters can be controlled, leading to a maximum yield of highly charged atomic ions and
an enhancement of the highest atomic charge states. The corresponding optimized laser
fields allow to unravel the plasmon-enhanced ionization dynamics in metallic clusters.
For xenon clusters, fitness landscape scans of the laser parameters show that a simple
two-step ionization scheme gives rise to an extreme charging of the clusters. Three-pulse
sequences obtained in an optimization experiment are even more effective and result in
maximum yields of different selected charge states of xenon clusters. The findings are in
good agreement with simulations.

Zusammenfassung

Die Ionizationsdynamik von Silber-und Xenonclustern in Heliummatrix in starken Laser-
feldern werden mit Hilfe der Methode der Pulsformung untersucht. Durch Anpassung der
zeitlichen Form des Laserfeldes kann die Kopplung der Energie in die Silbercluster anges-
teuert werden, was zu einer maximalen Ausbeute von hochgeladenen atomaren Ionen und
eine Erhöhung des höchsten gemessenen Ladungszustandes führt. Die zugehörigen op-
timierten Laserfelder zeigen dass die plasmonverstärkte Ionisationsdynamik zu extreme
Materiezustände in metallischen Clustern führt. Es wurde festgestellt, dass bei Dreifach-
Pulssequenzen das System noch stärker absorbiert und eine maximale Ausbeute aus-
gewählter Ladungszustände in Xenonclustern erreicht wird. Diese Ergebnisse sind in
guter Übereinstimmung mit Simulationen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last decade, the study of the interaction of nanoparticles with intense femtosec-

ond (10−15 s) laser pulses has become an important field of research. It has significantly

contributed to the understanding of response of matter to strong laser fields [1], partic-

ularly the laser-induced plasma physics [2]. Considered as novel state of matter on the

nanometer scale, clusters are aggregates of atoms or molecules, ranging from a few to over

millions atoms [3]. When used as targets, clusters offer unique properties to investigate

the fundamental laser-matter interaction processes such as collective excitations and laser

energy absorption mechanisms. By changing the size of clusters the transition region from

atoms to bulk of these processes can be studied.

A remarkable feature of clusters under strong laser fields is their extremely high ab-

sorption efficiency. For instance, an absorption efficiency of almost 100% has been demon-

strated for xenon clusters in a molecular beam [4]. This leads to the production of energetic

(multi-keV) electrons [5] and (MeV) ions [6], as well as EUV and soft X-ray emission [7].

Highly charged atomic ions Xeq+ up to q= 40 are also generated at a moderate laser peak

intensity 2× 1016 W cm−2 [6].

Such laser-heated clusters have many promising applications. The resulting highly

energetic ions for instance have been used to trigger nuclear reactions in large deu-

terium clusters [8,9,10], giving rise to prospects for a tabletop accelerator or even neutron

source. Further, pulsed debris-free femtosecond x-ray sources [11] from laser-driven clus-

ters can provide an alternative to synchrotron radiation sources, making them affordable

for widespread use in research laboratories and hospitals. This opens the possibility for

singleshot ultrafast extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) lithography and microscopy [12]. Finally,

rare gas clusters can also be used to create plasma waveguides [13, 14], suitable for high-

field applications such as laser wakefield accelerators [15], X-ray lasers and high-harmonic

generation [16].

It has generally been well accepted that, in the visible and infrared spectral range,

a plasmon-enhanced coupling of a transient nanoplasma [17] with intense laser fields

1



INTRODUCTION 2

is responsible for the efficient energy absorption of clusters. Within this model, clus-

ter heating goes along with a temporary resonant collective oscillation of quasifree elec-

trons (Mie-plasmon [18]). The corresponding eigenfrequency, the so-called Mie-frequency

ωMie∝
√
ρion(t), depends on the ionic background density ρion, typically being in the UV

and thus well beyond the laser photon energy of 1.54 eV (800 nm). Upon excitation with

intense laser pulses, the cluster expands, leading to a redshift of ωMie. When the Mie-

frequency eventually matches the laser frequency, a resonant absorption occurs, which

efficiently heats up the cluster leading to a Coulomb explosion.

Extensive effort has been devoted to control and optimize the strong-field ionization

of clusters. One approach is to tune the preparation conditions of cluster sources such

as distribution of cluster sizes [19], clusters species [20] and constituents of the clus-

ter target [21, 22]. An alternative way is varying the laser parameters such as pulse

duration [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], sign of chirp [28, 29], delay-variable dual pulse [30, 31], wave-

length [32, 33, 34], or even polarization state [5, 19, 31, 35, 36, 37]. In particular, in an

experiment on xenon clusters XeN (with 〈N〉' 4× 104) using stretched pulses, a max-

imum of X-ray yield at 4.4 keV has been observed for an optimum pulse duration of

250 fs [38]. Fukuda et al. [28] have achieved 60% enhancement of the mean ion energy for

a negatively chirped 500 fs pulse, compared to that for a positive chirp. Time-resolved

experiments which relied on dual-pulse schemes have also found an optimum optical delay

for maximum ion yields [30] and kinetic energies of electrons [31], indicating the efficient

collective heating mechanism. An effect of simple temporal pulse shapes on the ion en-

ergies has been identified in experiments by Mendham et al. [29], in which remarkable

enhancements (up to factor of two) in the energies of the ions have been obtained for a

strong main pulse with a weak additional shoulder in the leading edge.

Recent advances in laser technology [39,40] have made it possible to perform optimal

feedback control experiments on clusters. Femtosecond pulse shaping combined with self-

learning algorithms in a closed-loop optimization scheme [41] has been employed to max-

imize the highest-q ion yields from the Coulomb explosion of xenon clusters XeN exposed

to laser intensities ∼ 1015 W cm−2 [42]. The obtained optimal pulse breaks into two 120 fs-

pulses with an optical delay of 500 fs, as in the controlled dual-pulse experiments [30]. In a

similar approach, Moore et al. [20] optimized the yield of X-ray (hν > 500 eV) from argon

clusters and got an optimal double-pulse with a 220 fs delay. Along this line, semiclassical

molecular dynamics simulations by Martchenko et al. [43] predicted that ionization may be

optimized by a sequence of two or three pulses, depending on the particular combination

of cluster size, laser intensity, and wavelength.

So far, however, we are far from a complete theoretical understanding of the complex

dynamics driven by shaped laser pulses for following major reasons. First, the strongly

nonlinear response of clusters under strong laser fields [44] leads to dramatic changes of
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the ionization dynamics even with small variations of cluster or applied laser conditions.

Second, as well-known in coherent quantum control, the interpretation of the adaptively

determined pulses is not always straightforward. This is often due to the complex struc-

tures of the optimized pulses, or the presence of several possible pathways, which might

result in similar feedback values [45]. Third, the free clusters used in earlier optimal exper-

iments [20, 42] have certain size distributions, which actually are not really stable during

the optimization search, making the analysis of the optimal pulses further challenging.

Within the framework of the project A51 of the Sonderforschungsbereich (SFB) 652,

the present thesis addresses to the issue of optimal control over the strong-field ioniza-

tion dynamics in clusters, using an amplitude-and-phase pulse shaper combined with an

evolutionary algorithm. We will extend the earlier optimal control studies [20, 42, 43] to

both metallic and rare gas systems, i.e., AgN and XeN .

To cope with the current challenges we will introduce a number of significant im-

provements with respect to (i) the cluster source, (ii) modulation and characterization of

intense ultrashort laser pulses, and (iii) optimal control techniques. First, in collaboration

with Sebastian Göde [46], we will make use of clusters embedded in helium nanodroplets

using the pick-up source [47] which has shown an extremely long-term stability and a

well-controlled cluster distribution, suitable for optimization experiments.

Second, a pulse shaper placed in between a femtosecond oscillator and an amplifier allows

for the control of shaped laser pulses with peak intensities greater than 1016 Wcm−2 at a

1 kHz-repetition rate. In addition, strong-field cluster dynamics have shown evidences of

the time-frequency coupling effect [20, 28]. Therefore to determine the corresponding in-

formation, the tailored laser pulses will be fully characterized with the frequency-resolved

optical gating (FROG) technique [48].

Finally, based on the pulse shaper a number of laser parameters such as chirp, laser in-

tensity, and double-pulse delay, can be probed together in a single scan (the open-loop

control scheme). This step permits to link (or classify) different excitation processes si-

multaneously occurring during the intense laser-cluster interaction, giving rise to buildup

of the corresponding knowledge-toolkits towards unrestricted optimization. Furthermore,

a closed-loop feedback control scheme limited to simple pulse shapes will be applied to

reduce the complexity and accelerate the optimization search. A combination of both

schemes could pave the way for the use of femtosecond pulse shaping not only to control

but also to serve as an analytic tool for the study of the dynamics of complex systems.

Within the program of the SFB 652, collaboration with other projects on related

themes has been made. On the one hand, a project2 to develop a mass-selected trapped

cluster source is under way, which may serve for optimal control experiments on single-size

clusters in the near future. On the other hand, to unravel the underlying physics delivered

1Project A5: ”Controlled strong-field excitation of clusters and particles by shaped laser pulses”
2Project A3: ”Correlated processes in laser-excited trapped cluster ions”
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by the determined optimal fields, analysis of the experimental results will be supported

with adaptive control simulations based on a modified nanoplasma model [49].3 Addition-

ally, at high laser intensities the He environment might be also ionized and consequently

lead to multiple resonances in the core-shell system [50,51]. This issue will be taken into

account by a microscopic approach [52].4

The thesis proceeds in a cumulative manner as follows.

• Chapter 2 covers the control of ultrashort laser pulses with the use of a pulse shaper

combined with computer self-learning algorithms. Different control techniques will

be introduced and tested on well-documented optical systems, preparing a solid basis

for optimal control study of the ionization dynamics in clusters. More details about

characterization and control of ultrashort pulses can be found in the Publications

(A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.1.5).

• Chapter 3 reviews the experimental results on the study of the strong-field ioniza-

tion dynamics in He-embedded silver and xenon clusters, employing the femtosecond

pulse shaping techniques introduced in chapter 2. Discussion in terms of the theo-

retical models is provided in detail. The issues in this chapter are mostly included

in the Publications (A.1.3 to A.1.8).

• Chapter 4 sums up the main achievements of the present work and outlines some

suggestions for future experiments.

• Publications A.1 presents in detail the published results which have been provided

in a systematical but brief view in chapter 2 and 3. The surrounding work related

to the project A25 is covered in Publications A.2.

3Project A6: ”Absorption, ionization and control of dense Coulomb systems in laser fields”
4Project A8: ”Microscopic description of atomic clusters in intense laser fields”
5Project A2: ”Thomson scattering and correlations in warm dense matter”



Chapter 2

Control of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

Understanding of the characteristics of ultrashort laser pulses is the key to generate and

control them. In optimal control experiments on complex systems, the ultimate mission

is to find the optimal pulse shape which leads to the optimum of a process of interest.

This pulse is close to the optimal solution and in turn hints at the possible underlying

dynamics in the system under investigation. The present chapter describes the basics of

intense ultrashort laser pulses and represents the experimental results on the strong-field

control which have served as the major tools to study clusters introduced in chapter 3.

Part of the results have been published and can be found in the Publications (A.1.1, A.1.2

and A.1.5).

2.1 Fundamentals of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

Femtosecond (fs) light pulses are electromagnetic wave packets and can be completely

described by the time and space dependent electric field. Within the frame of a semi-

classical picture, the propagation of such fields and the their interaction with matter are

defined by Maxwell-equations with a macroscopic polarization as the material response.

In this section, we will first summarize the key characteristics of ultrashort laser pulses and

then present the techniques to fully characterize and control them. Further fundamentals

involving femtosecond laser pulses are given in Appendix B.

2.1.1 Representations of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

Simply speaking, an ultrashort laser pulse is a very short burst of electromagnetic energy

and can be defined as function of space and time. Depending on specific problems, a pulse

can be described in either the time- or frequency domain, or both (joint time-frequency

domain) [53].

5
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Time-Domain Representation

We consider first the temporal dependence of an electric field E(t) suppressing its spatial

and polarization dependence for clarity. It is convenient to describe the electric field

by a complex analytic signal Ẽ(t), whose amplitude and phase can be obtained from

measurements:

Ẽ(t) =
1

2
E(t) eiΓ (t). (2.1)

The real electric field can be expressed in terms of this complex quantity as

E(t) = Ẽ(t) + Ẽ∗(t). (2.2)

In most practical cases of interest in this work, the laser spectrum will be centered

around a mean frequency ω0 and will have appreciable values only in a frequency interval

4ω small compared to ω0. It is therefore desired to introduce a carrier angular frequency

ω0 and describe Ẽ(t) as

Ẽ(t) =
1

2
E(t) e−iϕ(t) eiω0t =

1

2
Ẽ(t) eiω0t, (2.3)

where E(t) (Ẽ(t)) is termed as the real (complex) field envelope and ϕ(t) is the time-

dependent or temporal phase.

The concept of an envelope and the carrier angular frequency defined in Eq. (2.3) is valid

in the cases where the bandwidth is only a small fraction of the carrier angular frequency,

namely:
4ω
ω0

� 1. (2.4)

This treatment is also called the Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation1 (SVEA) [53],

which requires the temporal variations of E(t) and ϕ(t) within an optical cycle T = 2π/ω0

to be small.

The choice of carrier angular frequency ω0 and phase ϕ(t) is not unique as clearly seen

from Eq. (2.1). The most useful choice of the carrier angular frequency should be one

that ensures the minimum variation of the phase during the intense portion of the pulse.

In practice the angular frequency at the pulse peak is usually the choice for ω0. In general

a better definition, which is consistent in both the time and frequency domains, is to use

the intensity-weighted average frequency

〈ω0〉 =

∫∞
−∞ |Ẽ(t)|2 ω(t) dt∫∞
−∞ |Ẽ(t)|2 dt

. (2.5)

1For much shorter (down to the single-cycle regime) pulses, the slowly-evolving-wave approximation
(SEWA) has to be used to describe the light pulse propagation [54].
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It is a common practice to write the temporal phase term as a Taylor series about the

time t= 0:

ϕ(t) = ϕ0 + tϕ1 + t2ϕ2/2 + ..., (2.6)

where only the first few terms are required to describe well-behaved pulses.

The pulse’s instantaneous angular frequency is defined as the first derivative of the phase

factor Γ (t):

ω(t) = ω0 − dϕ/dt. (2.7)

For dϕ/dt = ϕ1 ≡ const., a nonzero value of ϕ1 means a shift of the carrier frequency

towards ω′0 = ω0 − ϕ1. This is also a consequence of the inverse Fourier transform shift

theorem [55], which says that: Ẽ(ω − ω0) inverse-Fourier-transforms to Ẽ(t)eiω0t. Thus a

linear term in the temporal phase corresponds to a shift in frequency. For dϕ/dt 6= const.,

the carrier angular frequency is a time-dependent quantity, and the corresponding pulse

is said to be frequency-modulated or chirped. If d2ϕ/dt2 > (<)0 in the vicinity of the

pulse maximum, the pulse is then called down (up) chirped. An example of an ultrashort

Gaussian pulse is displayed in Fig. 2.1. The intensity I(t) ∝ |Ẽ(t)|2 is introduced in

Appendix B.2.

Figure 2.1: The electric field, field enve-
lope and intensity of an ultrashort Gaus-
sian pulse. The corresponding temporal
phase ϕ(t) = 0 is not plotted.

Frequency-Domain Representation

The complex-valued spectrum Ẽ(ω) is obtained from the Fourier inversion theorem of

Ẽ(t),

Ẽ(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ(t) e−iωt dt. (2.8)

Similar to the time-domain representation, the complex field can be decomposed into

spectral amplitude and phase as

Ẽ(ω) = |Ẽ(ω)| e−iφ(ω), (2.9)

where |Ẽ(ω)| is the spectral amplitude, φ(ω) is the spectral phase containing time-versus-
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frequency information. It is usually helpful to expand the spectral phase into a Taylor

series about the carrier angular frequency ω0,

φ (ω) =
∞∑
n=0

φn
n!

(ω − ω0)n, (2.10)

where

φn =
dnφ(ω)

dωn

∣∣∣∣
ω0

, (2.11)

are the spectral phase coefficients of nth-order. For description of well-behaved pulses,

only the first (up to the fourth order) terms are typically needed.

While the laser spectrum (see Appendix B.2) can be simply acquired with a suitable

spectromter, the measurement of the spectral phase was quite tricky until some special

techniques, e.g., FROG2 or SPIDER,3 have been introduced [40,56,57]. In the following,

we will discuss the spectral phase in terms of the Taylor series (see Eq. (2.10)) to give

a simple picture of the impact of the spectral phase onto the pulse structure. We how-

ever note that several complex spectral phase functions, such as the steplike or triangular

shapes in Fig. 2.2(d) and (e), respectively, could not be expressed by a Taylor expansion.

Zero-order Phase: The Absolute Phase

The zero-order phase term, φ0, is known as the absolute phase and often termed as the

carrier-envelope phase (CEP). It is the offset between the maximum of the electric field

and its peak envelope [58]. When the pulse is about few-cycle long, its envelope changes

almost as fast as the electric field and the value of CEP really matters. In the present

work the shortest involved pulse duration is over ten-cycle long and hence the influence

of CEP is not important.

First-order Phase: A Shift in Time

According to the Fourier transform shift theorem [55], the Fourier transform of E(t− τ)

gives Ẽ(ω) exp(−iωτ). So a linear spectral phase function, φ = τω, leaves the field enve-

lope unchanged, but shifts the pulse in the time domain. Generally, we care only about

the pulse structure (shape), not when it arrives. But in femtosecond pulse shaping this

property has successfully been employed to generate tailored pulse trains by addressing

different parts (colors) of the laser spectrum with different values of τ (see Refs. [59, 60]

and also Publications A.1.2). An example of a colored double-pulse created through tai-

loring a triangular phase function is displayed in Fig. 2.2(e).

2FROG: Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating.
3SPIDER: Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction.
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Second-order Phase: Linear Chirp

From Eq. (2.7), a quadratic variation of ϕ(t), i.e., corresponding to a nonzero value of

ϕ2 (or also φ2 in the frequency domain), results in a linear ramp of the instantaneous

frequency vs. time and the pulse is then called linearly chirped. When applied to a

Fourier-transform-limited pulse, a linear chirp results in lengthening of the pulse dura-

tion. An example of a linearly chirped Gaussian pulse is given Fig. 2.2(b) and considered

in detail in Appendix B.2.

Higher-order Phases

Optical materials introduce higher-order dispersion and thus induce higher-order phase

distortions. Third-order (cubic) spectral phase, for instance, leads to the oscillations

after or before the main pulse depending on a positive or negative value of the third-

order coefficient φ3, respectively (see, Fig. 2.2(c)). Higher-order terms, produced, e.g.,

by propagation through an optical fiber [61] or through filamentation in the air [53], can

yield additional distortions, giving rise to extremely complex pulse structures.

Joint Time-Frequency Representations

Time- and frequency-domain representations have usually been proven to be useful in

complete description of ultrashort laser pulses. In the cases where both time and frequency

properties are strongly coupled, for instance, see Refs. [20, 28] and Publications (A.1.5,

A.1.6, A.1.7, and A.1.8) for experiments on clusters, joint time-frequency distributions

are desired to provide an intuitive view of the pulses [62, 63, 64]. Such functions were

already introduced by Wigner [65] and Husimi [66] and have widely been applied to, e.g.,

quantum mechanics and quantum optics [63,67].

The Wigner distribution of an electric field Ẽ(t) is defined by4

W(τ, Ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ

(
τ +

t

2

)
Ẽ∗
(
τ − t

2

)
e−iΩtdt (2.12)

=
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ
(
Ω +

ω

2

)
Ẽ∗
(
Ω − ω

2

)
eiτωdω. (2.13)

Although it contains the complete information on the pulse and often intuitively represents

complex pulse, the Wigner function can sometimes be difficult to interpret by complicated

interference fringes and by its negative values.

A more intuitive alternative, which will be used throughout the text, is the Husimi

spectrogram H(τ, Ω), obtained by smoothing the Wigner distribution with a Gaussian

function:

H(τ, Ω) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

g(t− τ)Ẽ(t)e−iΩ(t−τ)dt

∣∣∣∣2 . (2.14)

4Here τ and Ω are conjugated variables as in the Fourier transforms.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of various pulse shapes represented by different methods as indicated. (a) Fourier-
transform-limited pulse. (b) Linearly chirped (φ2 = 150 fs2) pulse. (c) Cubic (φ3 = -2000 fs3) phase. (d)
Steplike spectral phase function. (e) Triangular spectral phase function. For the calculation of the
Husimi functions, a gate constant σ= 10 fs is chosen. Note the negative values delivered by the Wigner
distributions.

The window function g(t) is given as

g(t) = exp[−t2/(2σ2)]/
√

2πσ2, (2.15)

where σ is a time constant, usually set to the bandwidth-limited pulse width of the given

spectrum. The Husimi function H(τ, Ω) tells us at which time τ a certain frequency Ω

is present in the original signal Ẽ(t). Examples of Wigner and Husimi distributions for

various pulse shapes are depicted in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.3: Basic layout of a closed-loop feedback control scheme. Adapted from [78]

2.1.2 Control and Optimization of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

Over the last two decades, advances in femtosecond pulse shaping technology have en-

abled unprecedented control over ultrashort waveforms for ultrafast spectroscopy, non-

linear optics and high-field physics [68, 69]. Within this context, two main approaches

have been demonstrated. On the one hand, a closed-loop feedback control scheme

[41, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] has been employed to find the optimal pulse shapes: dif-

ferent pulse shapes are evaluated by a self-learning (evolutionary) algorithm to create

an improved pulse shape, which leads to an efficient excitation, without insight into the

physical mechanism. This concept is often termed as ”adaptive femtosecond quantum con-

trol,” ”closed-loop control,” or ”optimal control experiment,” and schematically shown in

Fig. 2.3.

On the other hand, the impact of pulse shapes on complex systems can be systemat-

ically studied within an open-loop scheme [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. It consists of reaching a

specific goal, e.g., manipulation of the temporal response of a system excited by an op-

tical pulse, without any experimental feedback. For small and well-understood systems,

physical analysis of the process allows one to predetermine the theoretical pulse shape

which yields the desired result. It is then tested experimentally.

Pulse shaping techniques presented here in brief are based on the linear, time-invariant

filter, which can be described either in the time domain or in the frequency domain (see,

Fig. 2.4). In the time domain, the filter is characterized by an impulse response function

h(t). The output electric field Eout(t) is given by the convolution of an input field Ein(t)

and the impulse response h(t):

Eout(t) = Ein(t)⊗ h(t) =

∫
dt′Ein(t′)h(t− t′), (2.16)

where ⊗ denotes convolution. However, due to their short duration, femtosecond laser
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Figure 2.4: Pulse shaping by linear fil-
tering. (a) Time-domain view. (b)
Frequency-domain view.

pulses cannot be directly shaped in the time domain. Most of the pulse shaping devices

therefore operate in the frequency domain and the output pulse is given as

Ẽout(ω) = H̃(ω)Ẽin(ω), (2.17)

where the frequency response function H̃(ω) = R(ω) exp[−iΦ(ω)], with the spectral am-

plitude response R(ω) and the spectral phase transfer function Φ(ω).

There are two major approaches to realize a pulse shaper, based on (i) the Fourier

transform synthesis or the 4f -setup [68] and (ii) the acousto-optic interaction [85] termed

as the acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF). The former makes use of

liquid-crystal spatial light modulators, deformable mirrors, and acousto-optic modulators

as the linear filter [40, 68, 86]. Depending on specific design of the linear filter, tailoring

of the phase [68], both phase and amplitude [87] or even the polarization state [88] of

ultrashort optical pulses has been demonstrated. Due to its complex setup, a 4f -based

pulse shaper is not an optimal solution for high-power laser chains.

The latter is able to modulate both the spectral phase and amplitude of a femtosecond

optical pulse by controlling the acousto-optic interaction in an acousto-optic crystal [85].

It has been used in the control experiments on clusters presented in chapter 3. Further

detail is given in the following.

Acousto-Optic Programmable Dispersive Filters

Introduction

First introduced by Tournoir in the late 1990s [89], AOPDF offers a new alternative to the

4f -approach, requiring neither dispersive elements (gratings or prisms) nor a telescope.

The device is based on the acousto-optic interaction between ultrashort optical pulses with

an acoustic wave in a birefringent crystal [85]. AOPDFs are now available for wavelength

ranging from UV to near-IR (0.2-4µm) [90,91,92], and possibly extending to the mid-IR

of up to 20µm [93].

Widespread applications of AOPDFs have been demonstrated over the last decade.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the AOPDF principle. By diffraction on the acoustic grating at the
phase-matching conditions, the different wavelengths (indicated with colors) of the ultrashort optical
pulse can be switched to the extraordinary axis at different locations in the crystal, and thus experience
different spectral phases.

The compact design of AOPDFs makes them very stable and easily implementable in

an amplifier laser chain or in a pump-probe scheme with only slight adjustments. They

have been proven to be useful to compensate for high-order dispersion or spectral gain

narrowing in high-power (OP)CPA systems [94, 95, 96, 97], to control the spectral phase

and amplitude of ultrashort pulses in, e.g., coherent control experiments [98, 99, 100], or

even in characterization setups [101,102]. Additionally, it has been reported recently that

AOPDF can be used to stabilize the carrier-envelope phase drift of amplified femtosecond

laser pulses [103] leading to the generation of intense CEP-controlled few-cycle pulses.

We will present the working principles of an AOPDF in a phenomenological approach.

Further mathematical details can be found in Appendix B.4.

Phenomenological Approach

In AOPDF, an acoustic wave is launched in an acousto-optic crystal by an rf (radio

frequency) transducer (see Fig. 2.5). When propagating along the z axis, the acoustic wave

reproduces spatially the temporal shape of the rf signal. Due to the slow velocity of the

acoustic wave compared to that of optical waves and due to their ultrashort pulse duration,

the incident optical pulses will see a fixed dielectric grating inside the acousto-optic device5

and will be diffracted into optical modes described by the plane-wave approximation [85].

Let us now assume that the rf signal is chirped, i.e., its instantaneous frequency is a

time-dependent function. The acoustic wave will then recreate this behavior spatially, and

its local spatial frequency will also be chirped. It is well-known that two optical modes can

5Here, we neglect the small Doppler frequency shift that is always present with acousto-optic interac-
tions.
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be coupled efficiently by an acousto-optic interaction only in the case of phase-matching

conditions [85]. Therefore, different frequency ω of an optical pulse will be diffracted at

different position z(ω) in the crystal.

When phase-matching conditions occur for a particular optical frequency, part of its

energy in mode 1 (fast axis) is switched into mode 2 (slow axis) with a different polariza-

tion6 as indicated in Fig. 2.5. The optical pulse leaving the crystal on mode 2 consists of

all frequencies that have been diffracted at various locations. If the optical velocities of

the two modes are different, then each frequency will experience a different time delay (or

also optical path). Arbitrary phase modulation can thus be achieved by controlling the

phase-matching, or, equivalently, by properly choosing the temporal form of the rf signal.

In addition, the local acoustic amplitude defines the intensity of the diffracted wave and

therefore corresponds to an amplitude modulation.

Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have become widely-used tools for search, optimization,

machine learning and design [104]. In physics, for instance, EAs have found various

applications in, e.g., quantum mechanical calculations of atoms and small molecules,

thermodynamics, and astronomy [105], as well as in quantum control [69,106,107].

Among different types of evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms (GA) and evolu-

tion strategies (ES) appear as the most basic forms. While GAs were initially developed

in the US by John Holland and his students [108, 109], ESs were independently started

in the early 1970’s at the Technical University of Berlin by Ingo Rechenberg and Hans-

Paul Schwefel and their co-workers [110]. GAs have long been employed as multipurpose

techniques with application in search, optimization, design and machine learning. On the

other hand, ESs have been mostly used in optimization. Historically, ESs are generally

applied to real-valued representations of optimization problems, and emphasize mutation

over crossover (recombination). The latter supports the exploration of the ES search

instead of exploitation.

Evolutionary algorithms contain a population of structures (individuals) that evolve

according to rules of selection and perturbation operators such as recombination and

mutation. Each individual is evaluated, giving the feedback as its fitness value in the

environment. Through the selection procedure, individuals with higher fitness have more

chance to ”survive” and are able to pass their ”genes” to the new-produced individuals

(offspring). Selection therefore tends to exploit the available fitness information. Re-

combination and mutation, on the other hand, concentrate on the general heuristics for

exploration by perturbing those individuals. Though quite simplistic from the biologi-

cal viewpoint, EAs are sufficiently complex to give robust and powerful adaptive search

6For simplicity, the polarizations of the two modes are assumed orthogonal.
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Figure 2.6: A standard scheme of an evolutionary algorithm.

mechanisms.

A standard flow-chart of evolutionary algorithms is displayed in Fig. 2.6. An evo-

lutionary algorithm typically starts by creating an initial population randomly although

seeded initialization with pre-knowledge of the studied system might be sometime helpful.

Evaluation provides the fitness of each individual, which can be a calculated value of a

mathematical function or an elaborate simulation, or a measured signal in experiments.

Selection is a mix of two different concepts, i.e., the parent- and survivor-selection. Based

on the fitness, the ”good” parents are chosen for reproduction by exchanging their infor-

mation. Through mutation, their children are further perturbed with a certain mutation

probability and then evaluated again. Finally, the survival step decides who survives in

the population.

The evolutionary algorithm used for optimal control experiments in the present work

is a combination of genetic algorithm and evolution strategy, and can be switched between

them. The fidelity and robustness of this EA have been proven and reported in our recent

papers [98, 111, 112]. Details about the basic operators including selection, recombina-

tion (crossover) and mutation are provided in Appendix B.5, following the textbook of

Pohlheim [113].

2.1.3 Characterization of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

One of the main tasks in optimal-control experiments on complex systems in strong laser

fields is to (completely) characterize the electric field of the tailored ultrashort pulses.

It has been shown that both intensity and phase play decisive roles in several phenom-

ena such as high-harmonic generation processes [114], wave-packet motion in organic

molecules [115], the direction of chemical reactions [76, 77], or intense laser-cluster inter-

actions [29, 44,111,116,117].

A number of techniques have been developed to measure ultrashort pulses and de-
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Figure 2.7: Geometry (left column) and the
corresponding energy level diagram (right col-
umn) of second-harmonic and sum-frequency
generation. Adapted from [121]

scribed in great detail elsewhere [40,48,53,86,118,119]. In the present work we used two

methods to characterize the pulses. The first one is the intensity-autocorrelation tech-

nique which quickly delivers the temporal intensity with a high-dynamic range. The other

uses frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) which provides both intensity and phase

information.

Most characterization methods make use of nonlinear optics. Before the invention of

the laser [120], some classes of nonlinear optical effects were already discovered such as

Pockels and Kerr electrooptic effects [121] or light-induced resonant absorption satura-

tion [122]. Systematic studies of nonlinear optical phenomena however became possible

only after the realization of lasers, especially short laser pulses. The first nonlinear optical

experiment with laser was demonstrated by Franken et al. [123] in 1961 to demonstrate

the second-harmonic generation (SHG), i.e., the output light has a double frequency as

the incident one.

Nowadays, with the development of modern laser technologies providing ultrashort and

intense laser pulses, the nonlinear optical phenomena become more and more popular and

diversified. To describe the optical nonlinearity more precisely, we follow Boyd [121] by

writing the induced polarization P̃ (t) as function of an applied optical field Ẽ(t):

P̃ (t) = ε0[χ(1)Ẽ(t) + χ(2)Ẽ2(t) + χ(3)Ẽ3(t) + · · ·]

≡ P̃ (1)(t) + P̃ (2)(t) + P̃ (3)(t) + · · ·, (2.18)

where χ(2) and χ(3) denote the second- and third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities,

respectively.

Within the context of this work, χ(2) is responsible for the second-harmonic generation

(SHG, ω + ω) and the sum-frequency generation (SFG, ω1 + ω2) as shown in Fig. 2.7.

These processes are used in the intensity autocorrelator and SHG FROG, and the third-

harmonic generation (THG, ω + 2ω → 3ω) described later. Instead, χ(3) accounts for
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Figure 2.8: Basic layout of a SHG-based in-
tensity autocorrelator. The input pulse E(t)
is split into two replicas, which are relatively
delayed and then recombined and focused on
a χ(2) nonlinear crystal (NLC) to create the
second-harmonic generation. The SHG-signal
as function of the optical delay gives the auto-
correlation function Aac(τ). BS: beamsplitter.
M: flat mirror. F: SHG-filter blocking the fun-
damental beams.

the third-order processes employed in other FROG geometries [48] such as polarization-

gating, self-diffraction, third harmonic-generation (THG, ω + ω + ω → 3ω) and transient

gating FROG mentioned below. More details about these processes can be found in

Appendix B.3.

Intensity Autocorrelator

The temporal profile I(t) of an optical pulse can be determined by measuring its intensity

autocorrelation:

Aac(τ) =

∫
I(t)I(t− τ) dt. (2.19)

Its corresponding Fourier-transform is then given as

Ãac(Ω) = |Ĩ(Ω)|2, (2.20)

where Ĩ(Ω) is the Fourier-transform of I(t). Equation (2.20) shows that Ãac(Ω) is a real-

valued function, indicating the corresponding autocorrelation symmetric in time, Aac(τ) =

Aac(−τ). The technique has widely been used to quickly deliver the temporal shape of

ultrashort laser pulses. It however contains no phase information and has an ambiguity

in the direction of time. By assuming a pulse shape (generally a sech2- or a Gaussian

shape, see Table B.1) the pulse duration can also be extracted. A SHG-based intensity

autocorrelator is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. For further details see, e.g., Refs. [48,53,124].
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Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating Methods

A complete characterization can be obtained by measuring a spectrogram of the pulse in

the joint time-frequency domain, involving both temporal and spectral resolutions simul-

taneously [125]. An intuitive example of such a measurement is the musical score, which

plots a sound wave’s shot-time spectrum as function of time, with additional information

on the top indicating intensity. A mathematical description of the musical score is the

spectrogram [126]:

S(ω, τ) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

E(t)g(t− τ) exp(−iωt)dt

∣∣∣∣2 , (2.21)

with a variable-delay gate function g(t − τ). The full information of E(t) can be re-

constructed from the spectrogram, except for an absolute phase term φ0 (see Eq. (2.10)).

The FROG technique includes measuring the spectrogram of the pulse and then retrieving

both phase and amplitude information from the experimental spectrogram [48].

By modifying a SHG-based intensity autocorrelator (see Fig. 2.8), for instance, a

simple version of FROG, called SHG FROG, can be obtained. While in the autocorrelator

the signal intensity is measured, in SHG FROG measurement the signal pulse is spectrally

resolved as a function of optical delay resulting in the spectrogram or the FROG trace:

ISHG
FROG(ω, τ) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

E(t)E(t− τ) exp(−iωt)dt

∣∣∣∣2 (2.22)

=

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

Esig(t, τ) exp(−iωt)dt

∣∣∣∣2 , (2.23)

where Esig(t, τ) gives the signal-field. 2D-phase retrieval algorithms [48, 56, 127, 128] are

then introduced to provide the phase and amplitude information of the pulse. A FROG

error [48] is given to measure the success of a retrieved procedure.

Different nonlinear processes can also be employed leading to alternative types of

spectrograms. The other most commonly used geometries are polarization gate (PG-),

self-diffraction (SD-), third-harmonic generation (THG-), and transient grating (TG-)

FROG as shown in Fig. 2.9. Their corresponding mathematical forms of the signal field

can be described in terms of the input pulse E(t) as

Esig(t, τ) ∝



E(t)|E(t− τ)|2 for PG FROG

E(t)2E∗(t− τ) for SD FROG

E(t)E(t− τ) for SHG FROG

E(t)2E(t− τ) for THG FROG

(2.24)
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Figure 2.9: Different beam geometries for
FROG measurements of ultrashort laser pulses.
Top to bottom: polarization gate, self-
diffraction, transient grating, second-harmonic
generation, and third-harmonic generation
FROG. Solid lines: input pulses, and dashed
lines: signal pulses. The prism-lens combina-
tion represents an optical spectrometer. The
nonlinearity of the nonlinear medium is dis-
played with either χ(2) or χ(3). The frequencies
shown (ω, 2ω, 3ω) denote the carrier frequencies
of the involved pulses, revealing whether the sig-
nal pulse has the same carrier frequency as the
input pulse or is shifted, as in SHG and THG.
Pol: polarizer. WP: waveplate. Pr: prism. L:
lens. Cam: camera. Adapted from [48,56]

Note that the expression for TG FROG is omitted since it has the same expression as

either PG- or SD FROG, depending on which of the two replicas is temporally varied [48].

PG- and SHG FROG have been extensively used in this work and will be discussed in

more details in section 2.2.1.

2.2 Reviewed Data on the Control of Ultrashort Laser

Pulses

This section includes the main experimental results on control of ultrashort laser pulses,

which have served as useful tools to perform experiments as well as to analyze the exper-

imental findings on clusters introduced in the subsequent chapter. We first briefly intro-

duce the experimental setups, including an amplified laser chain and a number of optical

and diagnostic arrangements. Then the results will be presented in fourth categories: (i)

Generation of bandwidth-limited pulses as a simple illustration of the closed-loop feed-

back control approach; (ii) Shaper-assisted removal of the time-ambiguity in SHG FROG;

(iii) The colored double-pulse fitness landscape technique as an open-loop control scheme

to study the strong-field response of clusters; and (iv) Colored pulse trains for restricted

closed-loop adaptive control. Part of the results have been published in refereed journals

and can be found in the Publications (A.1.1, A.1.2, and A.1.5).
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2.2.1 Experimental Details

CPA Laser System

In the following we introduce the commercial high-power laser system used for all experi-

ments presented in this thesis. A sketch of the laser chain is shown in Fig. 2.10, including

three main parts: (i) a femtosecond oscillator, (ii) a pulse shaper, and (iii) an CPA-based

laser amplifier.

Femtosecond Oscillator

The Ti:sapphire-based oscillator7 is a commercial device designed similar to the setup

described in Appendix B.1. A 5 W diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser8 at 532 nm is utilized

as an optical pump. The presence of a pair of translation-controlled prisms is to manage

the intracavity dispersion. The cavity can operate in either a cv-mode or pulsed mode,

depending on the positions of the end-mirrors.9 Typically, the cv-mode is usually first

applied to optimize the laser power. By moving one of the end-mirrors to a specific posi-

tion and then slightly slapping onto one of the prisms, the pulsed mode can be initiated

through the Kerr-lens mode-locking (see also Fig. B.6). The oscillator potentially pro-

vides sub-12 fs seed pulses with a 4 nJ pulse energy at a central wavelength 800 nm and a

94 MHz repetition rate.

Pulse Shaper

Prior to amplification, the seed pulses enter an acousto-optic device, the acousto-optic

programmable dispersive filter10 (AOPDF), introduced in detail in section 2.1.2 and Ap-

pendix B.4. The AOPDF is based on a 25 mm-long TeO2 crystal which allows for a

maximum accessible group delay of about 3 ps with a spectral resolution of ∼ 0.6 nm [90].

Spectral phase and amplitude can simultaneously be modulated by a delivered soft-

ware, either in a manual or automatic manner. Simple modulation procedures of, e.g.,

Gaussian profiles or Taylor phase terms φn (Eq. (2.10)) can be manually addressed from

the software interface. Due to possible damage to the AO device, arbitrary modulation

of the pulse has to be fulfilled through a so-called remote mode in the program. In this

mode, the controlled program continuously loads a computed phase-and/or-amplitude in-

formation from a certain memory in the computer and sends it to the rf-generator to

insert the desired modulation onto the pulse.

The installation of the pulse shaper before an amplifier allows for modulation of ul-

trashort pulses at high intensities (> 1016 W cm−2). We however note that some restric-

tions for the amplitude modulation need to be taken into account because too narrow-

7Model MTS, KMLabs.
8Model Millennia Vs, Spectra-Physics.
9For an explanation about this mechanism, see, e.g., Ref. [129].

10Model Dazzler, Fastlite.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic view of the chirped pulse amplification laser system (ODIN-II HE). See text for
more details.

bandwidth (� 5 nm-FWHM) pulses might cause damage in the subsequently situated

amplifier. Additionally, nonlinear distortions of the tailored pulses in the CPA might

occur resulting in nonlinear pulse shaping as detailed in Publications A.1.1.

Amplified Laser System

After the acousto-optic pulse shaper, the seed pulses are fed into a chirped pulse ampli-

fication laser system,11 including three main setups: an optical pulse stretcher, a double

stage amplification, and an optical pulse compressor. Details on modern CPA designs

can be found in, e.g., Refs. [53, 129, 130]. Briefly, the seed pulses are stretched in the

pulse stretcher by a factor of about 104 in duration resulting in a peak intensity below

thresholds of optical damages and nonlinear effects in the subsequent amplification stages.

Leaving the pulse stretcher with a duration of about 200 ps, the pulses are then ampli-

fied in Ti:Sa crystals through two stages. A 25 W Nd:YLF laser with a central wavelength

527 nm is used to pump for both stages, 22% of the pump power for the first and the rest

for the second. The first stage is an eight-pass high-gain amplification which amplifies

the pulse energy by ∼ 107, i.e., from 2-4 nJ to ∼ 200µJ. After the first four passes, the

repetition rate of the system is reduced to 1 kHz by using a combination of a pockel’s

11Model ODIN II-HE, Quantronix.
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cell and a polarizer-analyzer pair. For further suppression of the amplified spontaneous

emission [131], an eight-hole spatial filter is installed in between a curved mirror and the

laser medium.

The second two-pass high-power amplification further boosts the pulse energy up to

about 4 mJ. After compressing with a double-grating based pulse compressor, the system

delivers amplified pulses having an energy of up to 2.5 mJ, sub-40 fs duration (FWHM)

and a repetition rate of 1 kHz at about λ0 = 810 nm central wavelength. Nonlinear effects

such as self-phase modulation, gain-narrowing, and gain-saturation might occur through

the amplifier leading to the accumulation of high-order dispersion of the pulses, which

could not completely be compensated by a standard pulse compressor. In our system,

pulses shorter than ∼ 30 fs can be obtained by first (i) applying a suitable spectral filter

to the input spectrum and then (ii) employing a closed-loop optimization scheme to

precompensate for the residual dispersion in the CPA [90].

The over 15 m-long air-propagation of the intense ultrashort laser pulses to the loca-

tion of the experiments leads to serious self-focusing and self-phase modulation (see Ap-

pendix B.3). It is therefore desired to skip the internal compressor and compress the am-

plified pulses right before the interaction chamber. An external grating (1200 grooves/mm,

incident angle 23◦) compressor with a similar design as the commercial one (Fig. 2.10) is

built for this aim. With the use of the home-built compressor, laser pulses as short as

35 fs have been routinely achieved.

We note here some practical methods to optimize the external optical compressor.

First, high-order dispersion can be compensated to a certain extent by slightly rotating

both the grating parallel together from their standard angular settings (relative deviation

< 2◦). Second, by focusing the compressed pulse in the air with a short focal length mirror

and varying the distance between the two gratings to find the brightest plasma emission,

the compressor setting for shortest-possible durations can be roughly determined. Further

fine precompensation of dispersion can be achieved with help of the pulse shaper combined

with an open-loop or closed-loop control scheme as presented in section 2.2.2.

Double-pulse Based Third-Harmonic Generation Setup

In sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we will introduce the generation of colored pulse trains, which

have extensively been used in open-loop as well as closed-loop control schemes for the stud-

ies in this text. To demonstrate the impact of the colored multipulses, we have chosen a

well-documented optical system for the third-harmonic generation. First introduced by

Vogt et al. [45], the system has some special features: (i) a double-pulse with an appro-

priate optical delay results in a maximum THG yield; (ii) the corresponding leading pulse

is remarkably more intense than the trailing; and (iii) under certain phase-mismatches

occurring in the nonlinear crystals the trailing pulse is either red- or blue-shifted.
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Figure 2.11: Experimental setup for double-
pulse based third-harmonic generation. A glass
plate (GP) was used to temporally separate the
first (810 nm) and second-harmonic (405 nm) by
about (310± 20) fs. Thus, for sum-frequency
mixing (ω + 2ω → 3ω), double pulses are nec-
essary to create the third-harmonic (270 nm) ef-
ficiently. See text for additional details. M: flat
mirrors. P: prism. L: lens. BBO: Beta-Barium-
Borate crystals.

In our approach, the experimental setup was slightly simplified as sketched in Fig. 2.11.

In brief, the fundamental (FH, 810 nm) optical pulse from the CPA laser was frequency

doubled in a SHG-crystal.12 After leaving the frequency-doubler, the fundamental and

SHG (405 nm) pulses temporally and spatially overlapped to generate the third-harmonic

(270 nm) light in a frequency-tripler.13 A piece of glass GP14 was inserted in between the

nonlinear crystals to shift the 810 nm pulse about ∆t≈ 310± 20 fs ahead of the 405 nm

pulse. This significantly reduced their temporal overlap, leading to a decrease in the THG

yield. The third-harmonic was then spatially separated from the other beams by a prism

P (60◦, quartz) and detected by a high resolution spectrometer HR4000.15 The integrated

THG signal served as the feedback value for the closed-loop adaptive control experiments

described later.

Polarization-Gate FROG

Polarization-gate (PG) FROG uses the polarization-gate beam geometry as shown in

Figs. 2.9 and 2.12(a), and described in great detail in Refs. [48, 56]. Briefly, the pulse

to be measured is split into two replicas. One replica (the probe) is sent through a

pair of crossed polarizers and then fed into a spectrometer, while the other (the gate) is

sent through a λ/2-waveplate to achieve a ± 45◦ linear polarization with respect to the

probe. Both pulses are then spatially overlapped in a third-order nonlinear medium, e.g.,

a piece of fused silica. In the nonlinear medium, the gate pulse induces a birefringence

through the electronic Kerr effect [121] which results in a slight rotation of the probe

pulse’s polarization allowing light to be transmitted through the analyzer. By recording

the spectrum of the signal pulse as function of the probe-gate optical delay, a PG FROG

trace is measured and given as

IPG
FROG(ω, τ) =

∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞

E(t)|E(t− τ)|2 exp(−iωt) dt

∣∣∣∣2 . (2.25)

12A type-I BBO crystal (ω + ω → 2ω), thickness 100µm, phase-matching (PM) angles θ= 29.2◦ and
ϕ= 0◦.

13A type-II BBO crystal (ω + 2ω → 3ω), thickness 150µm, PM angles θ= 55.5◦ and ϕ= 30◦.
14Quartz SQ1, thickness ∼ (2.0± 0.1) mm.
15Model HR4000, Ocean Optics.
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Figure 2.12: Experimental setups of a PG FROG (a) and SHG FROG (b). Adapted from [48]

Note that the gate function in PG FROG, |E(t−τ)|2, is a real quantity and hence adds no

phase information to the gated slice of the probe pulse. Consequently, PG FROG traces

are very intuitive, illustrating quite accurately the joint time-frequency representation of

the pulse (section 2.1.1).

PG FROG however has some undesirable drawbacks. It requires extreme high-quality

polarizers with an extinction coefficient better than 10−5 over a broad wavelength range.

Such high-quality polarizers, which are not available for reflecting optical elements and in

the deep UV (< 250 nm), introduce a substantial material dispersion into the probe pulse.

Furthermore the input and signal pulses have the same carrier frequency causing a low

signal-to-noise ratio.

In our home-built multishot PG FROG apparatus, a broadband 2µm-thick beamsplit-

ter16 is used to create pulse replicas. To minimize material dispersion, a pair of crossed

thin-film polarizers17 is used. Additionally, an out-of-plane optical path [48, 132] is im-

plemented to achieve the ± 45◦ polarization-rotating for the gate, instead the use of a

transmitting λ/2-waveplate. The pulses are then spatially overlapped and focused with a

parabolic mirror (f = 15 cm) on a 150µm-thick piece of fused silica. Finally, the signal is

spectrally resolved with the high-resolution spectrometer HR4000.

With a slight change this setup can also be employed for a SHG FROG or an intensity

autocorrelator. An example of PG FROG measurements performed with the device is

illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Further details can be found in Publications A.1.1.

16Pellicle, Thorlabs (Wavelength range 700-900 nm; Transmission 55%; Reflectance 45%).
17LPNIR050-MP, Thorlabs (a linear polarizer, wavelength range 650-2000 nm, thickness 220± 50µm,

with an extinction coefficient of better than 10−6 in the spectral range of interest).
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Figure 2.13: Example of PG FROG measurements of (a) a 35 fs bandwidth-limited pulse, (b) a posi-
tively chirped (+ 7500 fs2) pulse and (c) a negatively chirped (- 4500 fs2) pulse. Left column: measured
traces. Middle column: computed traces of the corresponding retrieved pulses. Right column: retrieved
intensities (solid) and phases (dashed) vs. time. Inset: retrieved spectrum and spectral phase for the
case (a). All FROG errors < 0.01. Note the changes in scale of the time and phase axes.

Second-Harmonic Generation FROG

Although providing intuitive traces, PG FROG geometry is not dispersion- and signal-to-

noise ratio optimized. On the other hand, a simple version of FROG, as called earlier the

SHG FROG, can be obtained from an available PG FROG setup by (i) simply removing

the polarizers and the λ/2-waveplate and (ii) replacing the piece of fused silica with a SHG-

crystal,18 e.g., an BBO- or KDP crystal. The signal pulse now has a doubled-frequency as

the input one. Like intensity autocorrelation, SHG FROG trace is a symmetric function

of optical delay τ and given by Eq. (2.22).

SHG FROG has several advantages as discussed in detail by Trebino [48]. For the serve

of SHG FROG in this work, we briefly introduce the most important points which make

SHG FROG our choice. First, SHG FROG is very sensitive compared to other FROG

geometries [48], making use of the second-order, rather than third-order, nonlinearity.

Further, the signal pulse has a different color and polarization from the input light allowing

for effective background suppression. This gives SHG FROG a higher dynamics range

than any other characterization technique available to date. Second, the simple SHG

FROG setup allows to exactly measure laser pulse, even precisely at the position of the

sample by interchanging the sample with a nonlinear medium for optical gating. The

18In our setup, a type I-BBO crystal is used (thickness 20µm, PM angles θ= 29.2◦ and ϕ= 0◦).
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Figure 2.14: Closed-loop adaptive con-
trol setup to precompensate for the disper-
sion in the CPA laser system. The nonlin-
ear optical signal NLO (e.g., SHG or PG-
yield) measured with a photodiode is as-
signed as feedback value. Here, Ω = ω−ω0

is the relative frequency about the carrier
frequency ω0.

only optical element changing the pulse in the SHG FROG geometry turns out to be the

beamsplitter used to produce the replicas. But ultrathin beamsplitters (down to 2µm)

are now available commercially minimizing material dispersions.

There are however two main classes of ambiguities present in SHG FROG traces. First,

it has a relative-phase ambiguity for two (or more) well-separated pulses. For instance,

the relative phases, φ and φ + π, give the same SHG FROG trace and thus cannot be

distinguished. This ambiguity can easily be resolved by analyzing the knowledge of the

fundamental spectrum in addition. Second, SHG FROG has an ambiguity in the direction

of time: A pulse and its time-reversed replica yield the same SHG FROG trace. As a

result, for a measured SHG FROG trace there are two possible retrieved solutions. There

are a number of ways to remove this time ambiguity described elsewhere [48,101,133]. In

this work, two practical methods based on a pulse shaper have been developed and will

be described in section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Pulse-Precompression with Closed-Loop Feedback Con-

trol

This section demonstrates a simple example of a closed-loop feedback control experiment

to achieve the shortest-possible (bandwidth-limited) pulses. The technique makes use

of the PG FROG setup19 described above and assigns the PG yields as feedback values

for the closed-loop optimization (section 2.1.2). By adaptively adding a spectral phase

function20

φadd(ω) =
4∑

n=2

φn
n!

(ω − ω0)n (2.26)

to the amplified pulse to precompensate for the residual spectral phase φres, and hence

to maximize the PG yield, bandwidth-limited pulses can be obtained. The experimental

setup is sketched in Fig. 2.14.

An optimization search method based on an evolutionary algorithm (EA) [111, 113]

was used to attain the spectral phase function giving the maximum PG yield. Briefly, an

19We note however that SHG, THG, or any other nonlinear processes can also be used for this purpose.
20Typically, up to fourth-order terms in the Taylor series are necessary.
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Figure 2.15: Evolution of averaged fit-
ness values vs. generation in the closed-
loop adaptive optimization of the PG
yield. After each generation, the average
of the fitness values over the ten best indi-
viduals gives the averaged best fitness and
over the whole population (50 individuals)
is the averaged fitness. The reference sig-
nal is measured with the start pulse (60 fs)
that is depicted in Fig. 2.16(c) and (d).

initial population consists of 50 arbitrary individuals {φ(k)
add} (with k = 1, 2, ..50). Each

individual is encoded by a set of the Taylor coefficients {φn} (with n = 2, 3, 4) according

to Eq. (2.26). After each evolutionary step, a new population is created by selection

and subsequent modification with recombination (crossover) and mutation operators (see

Appendix. B.5 and Ref. [113] for details).

To monitor the search, an averaged fitness value of the ten best individuals after each

cycle is extracted. The evolution of this value vs. generation is displayed in Fig. 2.15,

in comparison with the reference value recorded at the start of each generation as well

as with the fitness value averaged over the whole population. Typically, the algorithm

converges after 20-50 generations. Figure 2.16 shows the adaptively determined pulse

(top), which is shorter in time and has almost no chirp in comparison with the start pulse

(bottom).

2.2.3 Shaper-assisted removal of the time-ambiguity in SHG

FROG traces

In optimal control experiments on laser-matter interactions, it is crucial to completely

characterize the tailored pulses, i.e., in both amplitude and phase. Among other diagnostic

techniques, SHG FROG provides full information of the pulse but has a direction-of-time

ambiguity (DOTA) due to its symmetric trace with respect to the optical delay. This

problem can be solved if we know in advance some features of the pulse such as its chirp

(positive or negative) or its temporal structure (with pre- or postpulses). In this section

two pulse shaper-based methods to solve the problem will be presented, i.e., the phase-

only and amplitude-and-phase approaches. Additional details about the latter can also

be found in Publications A.1.2.

Phase-only Approach

If the amplified pulse is initially precompensated, ψini(ω)≈ 0, as introduced above, then

the spectral phase ψexp(ω) of the later phase-only tailored pulse can be approximated
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Figure 2.16: Bandwidth-limited pulse (top, τopt = 35 fs) obtained through the closed-loop optimization
of dispersion in the CPA system. The start pulse (bottom, τini = 60 fs) is positively chirped and displayed
for comparison. Left column: the corresponding measured PG FROG traces; right column: the respective
intensities and phases vs. wavelength.

to the programmable spectral phase function Φsh(ω) added by the pulse shaper to the

original pulse shape, i.e., ψexp(ω)≈Φsh(ω). This approximation is based on the fact

that the programmed spectral phase function almost preserves its shape through the

amplification stage as proven in Refs. [134, 135] and Publications A.1.1. Therefore, the

electric field calculated from the measured spectrum and the spectral phase Φsh(ω) gives

a close reference to the pulse to be measured.

To demonstrate the method, we show in Fig. 2.17 a pulse measured with SHG FROG

and its corresponding calculated one. The pulse is quite complex and was determined in

an optimal control experiment on xenon clusters. Due to its similarity to the measured

pulse as clearly seen in Fig. 2.17, the computed pulse in both representations (time- and

Husimi domains) gives an intuitive reference to choose the correct solution (Fig. 2.17(a),

solid) delivered by the FROG algorithm. The precision of this method strongly depends

on how well the initial phase term ψini(ω) is precompensated. A non-zero ψini(ω) might

lead to a slight deviation between, e.g., the retrieved and computed pulses as seen in

Fig. 2.17(a)–(c).

Amplitude-and-Phase Approach

With an amplitude-and phase pulse shaper, one can easily solve the time ambiguity by

adding a small delayed satellite to the original pulse structure to determine the time
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Figure 2.17: Comparison between a measured pulse and its computed one based on the programmable
spectral phase Φsh(ω) and the measured spectrum. Top: Retrieved (solid) and computed (gray-filled)
intensities and retrieved phase (dashed) vs. time. Bottom: Husimi distributions of the retrieved pulse
(b) and computed pulse (c). See text for further details.

direction. In brief, a second FROG trace of the modified pulse (with the added satellite)

is measured and then run on the FROG algorithm. With the predetermined satellite only

one solution from the modified FROG trace is possible. By comparing the retrieved pulses

of the original with its modified structure, one gets the correct solution.

It is well-known in femtosecond pulse shaping that a pulse shaper which is capable

of both phase and amplitude modulation can generate trains of pulse replicas with vari-

able delays and relative pulse intensities [68, 102, 136]. Therefore, with the pulse shaper

(Dazzler) already available in the CPA chain, we add a small satellite (either a leading or

trailing pulse) into the original pulse structure to determine the time direction. Using the

home-built PG FROG, we have proven that (i) the added pulse uniquely defines the time

direction after the amplification stage, and (ii) even with the presence of the small pulse

added the original pulse structure is nearly unchanged through the CPA. The latter is

illustrated in Fig. 2.18, in which the original pulse A is shown in comparison to a modified

pulse with either prepulse (B) or postpulse (C) added.

We note that there have been a number of pulse shaper-assisted techniques developed

for ultrashort pulse characterization [102, 136, 134, 137]. A detailed discussion of the

advantages of our method compared to others can be found in Publications A.1.1.
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Figure 2.18: Original (A) and modified (B or C) pulses in demonstration of the DOTA-method based
on an amplitude-and-phase pulse shaper. See text for more description.

2.2.4 Colored Double Pulses: Generation, Characterization and

Applications

The general challenge encountered free-optimization, or also nonrestricted, experiments

and simulations using a closed-loop feedback control scheme [41] is twofold. First, there

are usually too many parameters encoded in the self-learning algorithm which lead in

some cases to an inefficient (slow) or even unsuccessful search, where the acquirement

of feedback values is really time-consuming. Second, the obtained optimal solution may

contain substructures which contribute to a particular control mechanism to different

degrees [138]; or different pulse shapes can also lead to similar fitness values. Consequently,

the analysis of the underlying mechanism from the optimal pulse shape is challenging.

In order to get more insights into the system under investigation, it is sometimes

useful to restrict the number of possible pulse shapes. Within this context, to investigate

the shaped laser-cluster interactions we have applied two approaches: (i) the open-loop

control scheme, or also the fitness landscape technique, with use of colored double pulses,

and (ii) the closed-loop control scheme limited to colored pulse trains. This section covers

the generation and characterization of colored double pulses, and an introduction to the

fitness landscape technique. The next section deals with colored pulse trains and their

applications.
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Figure 2.19: SHG FROG measurements of colored double-pulses, tailored through a triangular spectral
phase function with a constant pulse separation τ = 300 fs and different selected spectral breakpoint wave-
lengths: (a) λbr = 818.0 nm, (b) λbr = 814.2 nm, and (c) λbr = 809.4 nm. Top: the Husimi distributions,
bottom: the corresponding intensities and phases vs. time.

Generation and Characterization

Colored double-pulses (CDPs) generated with a phase-only pulse shaper were first exper-

imentally demonstrated by Renard et al. [59] and then have widely been applied as the

quantum control fitness landscape technique by Gerber’s group [45, 60, 139]. CDPs can

be simply created by applying a triangular spectral phase function of the form:

ΦC2P(ω) =
τ

2
|ω − ωbr|, (2.27)

where τ is the double pulse separation (or also double triangular phase slope) and ωbr =

(ω0 + δω) is the spectral phase breakpoint21 that is where the laser spectrum is split

into a red (low-frequency) and a blue (high-frequency) part. For a positive τ , the ”red”

part is shifted forwards by τ/2 in time whereas the ”blue” part is shifted τ/2 backwards,

resulting in a red-detuned leading pulse and a blue-detuned trailing pulse. This is vice

verse for negative τ , i.e., a blue-detuned leading pulse followed by a red-detuned one. It

is useful to define the relative intensity ratio of colored double pulses as the ratio between

leading and trailing pulse intensities, ICDP = Ipre/Ipost. Because the leading and trailing

pulse exchange their order in time with the sign of τ , thus I
(τ>0)
CDP = 1/I

(τ<0)
CDP .

On the one hand, it has been proven that the parameter τ allows for changing

the optical delay of the colored double-pulse without significant variation of the pulse

widths [59, 60]. Pump-probe like experiments can thus be conducted with a single laser

beam, as an alternative to the standard methods such as the Mach-Zehnder interferome-

ter. On the other hand, the choice of the spectral phase breakpoint ωbr permits to control

the relative intensity ratio of colored double-pulses. In practice, the single-beam and ad-

justable two-color mode have widely been employed in ultraviolet fs pulse shaping [140],

21For practical reasons, to indicate the spectral phase breakpoint we often use ωbr for mathematical
descriptions and λbr = 2πc/ωbr for presentation of experimental results.
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Figure 2.20: SHG FROG measurements of colored double pulses, tailored through a triangular spectral
phase function with variable pulse separation τ and a constant spectral phase breakpoint λbr = 820 nm.

Figure 2.21: Calculated (�) and mea-

sured (�) relative intensity ratio I
(τ<0)
CDP vs.

the spectral breakpoint wavelength. The
laser spectrum (solid line) is depicted for
comparison. Note that an over five orders
of magnitude dynamic range of ICDP can
be obtained. Due to nonlinear effects in
the CPA system a small shift between the
experimental and calculated values is ob-
served.

coherent control [45, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145], laser ablation of semiconductors [146] and

intense laser-cluster interactions [147,148,149].

Examples of colored double-pulses tailored through triangular spectral phase functions

with λbr and τ are shown in Fig. 2.19 and Fig. 2.20, respectively. In our case, we need

to take into account the influence of the CPA installed after the pulse shaper. Nonlinear

effects such as gain-narrowing and saturation in CPA lead to the redistribution in the laser

spectrum and thus change the relative intensity ratio ICDP as illustrated in Fig. 2.21.

Colored Double-Pulse Fitness Landscape Technique

The possibility to programmably alter the temporal delay and relative intensity ratio of

colored double pulses makes them a powerful tool to study pump-probe effects. A fitness

landscape of a signal of interest can be easily obtained by systematically scanning the

parameters (τ, λbr). This allows for investigating both time- and also energy distribution-

resolved effects, suitable for instance to study the energy absorption vs. time in clusters.

Such an open-loop scheme is termed as colored double-pulse fitness landscape technique

(CDPFL), which will be extensively used to study the intense laser-cluster interactions
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Figure 2.22: Left: Calculated colored double-pulse fitness landscape of the THG signal in the setup in
Fig. 2.11. Right (insets): CDP temporal profiles for some particular points in the THG-landscape. The
color in each pulse denotes the corresponding main spectral components. The THG yield (contour lines)
is shown again for comparison. In the landscape, two equal maxima (marked by green arrows) of the
THG yield are found displaced from the central wavelength 810 nm. In the roughly-indicated gray region
where either τ ∼ 0 fs, or λbr is near 790 nm or 830 nm of the spectrum, the CDPs show up as single pulses
(inset (D)). See text for additional details.

(see Publications A.1.6, A.1.7, and A.1.8).

Due to the nonlinear dependence of the relative intensity ratio in the spectral break-

point wavelength (see Fig. 2.21), the obtained (τ, λbr)-landscape usually provides an un-

intuitive picture and corresponding elaborate analysis have to be performed to extract

the information. To first illustrate the impact of the programmable parameters (τ, λbr)

on such a landscape, we follow Vogt et al. [45] to calculate CDPFL of the third-harmonic

generation in the setup shown in Fig. 2.11. For simplicity, we set the optical delay between

the fundamental (810 nm) and the second-harmonic pulses 4t= 300 fs in the simulation.

Figure 2.22 shows the computed CDPFL of the THG yield (left) and the temporal

profiles of CDPs for some specific points in the landscape (right) as analytic tools. Two

equal maxima of the THG signal are found in the landscape with corresponding settings

of (i) (λ
(1)
br ' 811.35 nm, τ (1) ' −307 fs) and (ii) (λ

(2)
br ' 808.65 nm, τ (2) ' 307 fs). Their

corresponding optimal CPDs are depicted in Fig. 2.23. For the case (i), for instance, the

spectral breakpoint λ
(1)
br is shifted more to the ”red” part of the spectrum giving rise to

a colored double-pulse with a more intense blue-shifted leading pulse (τ (1)< 0, Fig. 2.23,

top). And vice versa for the case (ii), λ
(2)
br is more shifted to the ”blue” region and hence

the respective double-pulse has also a stronger, but red-shifted leading pulse (τ (2)> 0,

Fig. 2.23, bottom).

We note that the THG signal in this case (Fig. 2.11) is purely intensity-dependent when

the perfect phase-matching conditions are met. Therefore no difference of the maximal

THG yield has been observed if either a blue- or red-shifted pulse comes first. In clusters,

as we will show later in Publications A.1.7 and section 3.2.2, a significant enhancement for

the highest charge state yields, for example, has been obtained for a certain negative τ .
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Figure 2.23: Colored double-pulses lead-
ing to maximal THG yield for negative
(top) and positive (bottom) τ . Both
pulses have very similar temporal pro-
files although their corresponding spec-
tral breakpoints (marked by arrows) are

quite different, i.e., λ
(1)
br = 811.35 nm and

λ
(2)
br = 808.65 nm. Their pulse separations

are ∼± 307 fs, close to the originally given
value 4t. In the time domain, the color in
each pulse here again indicates the corre-
sponding main spectral components.

In addition, as a general feature of open-loop schemes, the CDPFL technique is restricted

in parameters and therefore delivers solutions only close to the optimal ones. This might

serve as an explanation, e.g., for the small deviation between τ (1,2) and4t observed above.

2.2.5 Intense Colored Pulse Trains: Generation, Characteriza-

tion and Applications

In the following, we extend to phase-only tailored colored pulse trains, but still using the

basic concept of triangular spectral phase shaping. More details about this issue can be

found in Publications A.1.2.

A more complex multipulse structure can be obtained by superimposing a number of

triangular spectral phases (multitriangular, MTA)) with different values of τ and ωbr,

ΦMTA(ω) =
N∑
n=1

Φ
(n)

C2P(ω) =
1

2

N∑
n=1

τn |ω − (ω0 + δωn)|. (2.28)

For N spectral phase breakpoints the laser spectrum divides into (N + 1) regions and a

train of colored pulses (CN+1Ps) can be formed. Similar to the cases of colored double-

pulses, pulse separations and relative intensity ratios can be simultaneously addressed by

controlling the parameters τn and δωn, respectively.

Figure 2.24 shows an example of colored triple-pulses (N = 2) measured with SHG

FROG. Here the time separation τ2 is varied while the other parameters (τ1, δω1, δω2) are

fixed. The evolution of the temporal intensity profiles vs. τ2 is displayed in Fig. 2.24(a).

Whereas slight variations in relative intensity ratios are observed, the experimentally

determined delays (τ exp
1 , τ exp

2 ) and their corresponding parameters (τ1, τ2) are in good

agreement.
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Figure 2.24: Measurements of colored triple-pulses tailored through spectral phase function with a
variable time separation τ2 and constant τ1 = 300 fs, δω1 = −18 rad/ps, and δω2 = 31 rad/ps. (a) The
evolution of the temporal intensity of colored triple-pulses tailored with τ2. (b) The experimental pulse
separations (τ exp

1 , τ exp
2 ) have been determined using a triple ({ak, bk, ck}) Gaussian fitted-function of the

form I(t) =
∑3
k=1 ak exp(−((t− bk)2)/(2c2k)). The values of τ1 (dotted line) and τ2 (dashed line) are also

depicted for comparison.

Figure 2.25: Simulations of colored triple-pulses tailored through spectral phase functions modifying the
relative phase breakpoints (δω1, δω2) only. (a) Modulation of the relative intensity ratio between the first
and second pulse by varying the relative phase breakpoint δω1 (τ1 = 300 fs, τ2 = 500 fs, δω2 = 15 rad/ps).
(b) Similar to (a) but now for the second and third pulse by varying δω2 (τ1 = 300 fs, τ2 = 500 fs, and
δω1 = −15 rad/ps).

We next tested the capability of the CNP-method to independently modulate the

relative intensity ratios. The corresponding simulations for C3Ps depicted in Fig. 2.25

indicate that the intensity ratios can be controlled via either δω1 or δω2 without crucially

affecting the pulse separations.

The possibility to vary individually delays, and intensity ratios, or, to a certain extent,

also chirp of colored pulse trains allows to perform systematical multi-parameter scans

of many kinds. For instance, colored triple pulses might be useful for, e.g., pump-dump-

probe control of molecular systems [139, 150]. Their applications to clusters within this

context are under processing. Further experimental and numerical results for colored

quadruple-pulses (N = 3) can be found in Publications A.1.2.

In a second example we demonstrate an application of colored pulse trains to closed-
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Figure 2.26: Evolution of the average of
the ten best fitness values after each gener-
ation for maximizing the THG yield in the
parametric control (yellow-filled circles)
and free-optimization (red-filled squares)
measurements. Open symbols are their
corresponding reference signals of a 400 fs
double-pulse measured at the start of each
generation.

loop feedback control experiments. For this purpose, the optical setup to generate THG

shown in Fig. 2.11 is again employed. The calculated results given in section 2.2.4 serve

as the basic references for the following experimental findings. We then phase-only-

maximized the third-harmonic yield to find the optimal pulse, using two different ap-

proaches: a parametric control experiment (PCE) and a free-optimization experiment

(FOE) used as a standard reference. In many respects, these optimization procedures

are very similar to the dispersion optimization introduced in section 2.2.2, except for the

assignment of fitness values and the encoding methods of the spectral phase functions.

For the PC-experiment, ten different pulse separations and relative phase breakpoints

({τn, δωn}, n = [1, 5]) in the range [−1 ps, 1 ps] and [−150 rad/ps, 150 rad/ps], respectively,

were chosen as the controlled parameters. These encoded the spectral phase function

ΦMTA(ω) according to Eq. (2.28), allowing for the generation and tailoring of clearly

structured colored pulse trains (C6Ps).

In the free-optimization experiment, the composition of the spectral phase function

was based on a set of sixty parameters in total in the range [0, 2π]. These were regu-

larly distributed across the laser spectrum and spline-interpolated at the intermediate

frequencies. Upon tailoring, nearly arbitrary spectral phase functions and hence highly

complex pulse structures could be generated. To monitor any change in the experimental

conditions and to follow the evolution of the optimization search, the best fitness value

(YPC, YFO) of each generation was compared to a reference value Yref generated by a

double-pulse with a pulse separation of 400 fs [101,102,136].

The evolution of the averaged fitness values in both strategies is shown in Fig. 2.26.

The FOE shows the typical behavior of a many-parameter optimization, i.e., its best fit-

ness value starts to converge after some hundreds of generations. In the present study,

the optimization approaches a value of about 0.9 after 350 generations. In contrast,

the PCE converges after only a few tens of generations. An optimization factor of

YPC/Yref = (1.53 ± 0.10) was achieved for the parametric control experiment, whereas

a value of YFO/Yref = (1.45 ± 0.07) obtained for the free-optimization. Probably, the

free-optimization experiment will finally give a higher fitness value. However, the devel-
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Figure 2.27: Top: the temporal phases
and intensities of the optimal pulses
found in the parametric control (dashed)
and free-optimization (solid) experiments.
Bottom: the corresponding Husimi repre-
sentations. Both of the optimized pulses
reveal a dominant double-pulse struc-
ture with an remarkably stronger leading
pulse. The redshift-character of the trail-
ing pulses is also apparent from (b) and
(c).

opment of YFO clearly indicates that approaching the optimum will be slow. Obviously,

the flexible C6P-setup is capable to quickly maximize the signal of this particular task.

To check the extent to which the parametric control pulses can mimic the final re-

sult of the free-optimization, both optimal pulses have been characterized in temporal

intensity and phase with SHG FROG. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.27 together with the

corresponding Husimi distributions. Both pulses show pronounced double-pulse structures

with comparable subpulse intensities. However, there are additional weaker subpulses ob-

served in the free-optimization experiment. These subpulses are expected to only give a

minor contribution to the third-harmonic generation and might be suppressed at later FO

evolutionary steps. The parametric solution instead is already close to the anticipated

optimum. We note that our experimental results are in good agreement with the previous

CDPFL calculations in section 2.2.4.

The parametric control experiment has a considerable advantage. The method quickly

uncovers the main pulse characteristics and delivers pulses quite close to the optimal

solution. This could be taken as a benefit to develop a fast hybrid-coding evolution-

ary algorithm in which the parametric-optimization solutions serve as seeds for the free-

optimization search. In some experiments or simulations, in which the acquirement of

fitness values is not directly or time-consuming, the parametric control method as out-

lined here might be necessary to accelerate the optimization search and therewith allows

to successfully perform those studies. First applications to investigation of the strong-field

ionization of clusters will be introduced later in section 3.2.2.
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Chapter 3

Optimal Control of Intense

Laser-Cluster Interactions

In this chapter we will briefly describe the experimental and theoretical aspects of clusters

in intense laser fields and review the experimental results obtained within the present

work. The chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce the helium pick-up cluster

apparatus. Then the standard nanoplasma model will be presented, together with some

modifications. The influence of the helium matrix on cluster dynamics will be discussed

using molecular dynamics approaches. The major experimental results are reviewed in the

subsequent sections, concentrating on the optimal strong-field control of the ionization

dynamics for He-embedded silver and xenon clusters. Further details can be found in

Publications A.1.3 to A.1.8.

3.1 Fundamentals of Clusters in Intense Laser Fields

3.1.1 Generation of Cluster Beams

Cluster beams can be prepared by several available techniques described elsewhere [3,

44, 151, 152, 153, 154]. In this section we restrict ourselves to describe the generation of

clusters in helium nanodroplets using the pick-up technique.

Helium droplet pick-up sources [47,155,156,157] have proven to be unique at ultralow

temperatures. The main body of the He pick-up apparatus used to carry out the ex-

periments was delivered on loan from the Max-Planck-Institüt für Strömungsforschung

headed by Prof. Toennies and is sketched in Fig. 3.1. A detailed description of the

machine is given in Refs. [156, 158]. Briefly, helium nanodroplets are produced by super-

sonic expansion of a precooled helium gas at a stagnation pressure P0 of 20 bars through

a 5µm-diameter nozzle. By controlling the temperature T0 at the orifice (8-16 K), the

logarithmic-normal droplet size distributions can be adjusted in between thousands and

39
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup of a helium droplet pick-up apparatus. See text for more details.

millions atoms (see Fig. 3.2). After passing additional differential pumping stages the

droplet beam enters the pick-up chamber containing either a gas cell or a heated oven,

where atoms are collected and aggregate to clusters inside the He droplets. With this

apparatus it is possible to form clusters with up to ∼ 150 silver atoms [159] or 2500 mag-

nesium atoms [160]. Then the beam crosses the interaction zone where the embedded

clusters can be ionized with ultrashort laser pulses or high kinetic energy electrons (typi-

cally ∼ 70 eV). The resulting ionic products are then detected by high resolution reflectron

time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry [161,162].

This type of cluster source shows an outstanding long-term stability, well-suited for

performing optimization experiments (see, e.g., our recent paper A.1.5). While in most

cases the helium nanomatrix is considered transparent it might become an active part

in the interaction process under strong laser fields that substantially changes the cluster

dynamics [50, 51, 163]. The discussion about the influence of the surrounding helium

medium is given in section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 Clusters in Intense Laser Fields

The interactions of clusters with intense laser fields are different from that of atoms or

molecules [165]. There are two major reasons: (i) clusters absorb laser energy by a specific

mechanism and (ii) depending on the cluster size, the decay of the system will be governed

by electron and ion dynamics (collective motions). In other words, many-particle effects

including cooperative and collective features characterize the response [166].

For atoms, it is well-known that their response to intense optical laser radiation is

determined by multiple ionization processes based on either optical field ionization (OFI)

or multi-photon ionization (MPI) (see, e.g., Ref. [44] and Fig. 3.3(a)). For large systems,

structural details however become more and more important. For example, ionization bar-

riers can be influenced by the fields from neighboring ions leading to charge-resonance-

enhanced ionization (CREI, Fig. 3.3(b)), well-known from strong-field ionization of di-

atomic molecules [167, 168]. Within this framework, the rate of nonlinear ionization is
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Figure 3.2: Mean He droplet size vs. nozzle temperature T0 for different stagnation pressure P0,
measured by Toennies and coworkers using beam deflection technique. A 5µm-diameter nozzle has been
used. The highlighted data points (red) are for the case of interest (P0 = 20 bar). Adapted from [164]

strongly enhanced by many orders of magnitude as soon as a molecule is appropriately

stretched beyond its equilibrium internuclear separation. CREI has also been applied to

small clusters (from a few up to some ten atoms) [169, 170]. We note that due to the

presence of many electrons, the total electric field inside the cluster is highly complex,

giving rise to an additional stochastic component to charge-enhanced ionization [171].

It is convenient to describe the charging dynamics of clusters by introducing the inner-

and outer ionization concept [172] (see Fig. 3.3(c)). Through inner ionization tightly

bound electrons are removed from their parent ion but still confined within the cluster,

giving rise to a number of quasifree electrons. In metallic clusters, electrons are already

delocalized. In rare gas clusters, in contrast, electrons have to be first released through

the inner ionization. Outer ionization then lifts the quasifree electrons into continuum

and results in the net charge of the system.

An intuitive picture of rare gas clusters under the influence of strong-field pulses has

been proposed by Saalmann and coworkers [170, 166], in which the ionization dynamics

can be split into three steps as shown in Fig. 3.4: (a) an atomic phase I, (b) a molecular or

critical expansion phase II, and (c) a relaxation phase III. In phase I, the laser light excites

the atoms through OFI or MPI as if they were isolated, the cluster environment is not

important here. The quasifree electron production will be initiated during this step (inner

ionization). In phase II, the cluster expands due to the Coulomb repulsion resulting in a

deceasing ionic density, and hence its plasmon Mie-frequency, ωMie ∝
√
ρion(t), undergoes

a redshift. Besides OFI and MPI purely induced by the laser pulse, ionization can be

further driven by the ionization ignition [173] like, e.g., electron impact ionization (EII)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic view of ionization mechanisms in atoms, molecules, and clusters exposed to
intense laser fields. Adapted from [44]

or strong-field amplification. Finally, in phase III the energy transfer to the cluster has

come to an end and the redistribution of energy occurs within the cluster through, e.g.,

recombination resulting in the final charge states.

The quasifree electrons and multi-charged atomic ions in the cluster have been treated

as a nanoplasma by Ditmire and coworkers [17], giving a plasma physics based explanation

about the efficient energy absorption. Electrons can gain energy from the laser field via

inverse bremsstrahlung (IBS), which is replied on the conversion of laser-driven electron

motion into thermal energy (laser heating).

Physics of the Nanoplasma Model

The high density inside clusters (essentially comparable to solids) indicates that collisional

ionization can occur, leading to the enhancement of the ionization rate compared to

that of low-density atomic gases. The model treats the expanding cluster as a small,

spherical plasma, or a nanoplasma. In this framework, inverse bremsstrahlung dominates

the heating processes in the cluster, giving multi-keV plasma temperatures.

In order for the model to work, a few assumptions are made. First, the clusters have

to be large enough (thousands of atoms) so that most of the ”ionized” electrons from the

host atoms are confined to the cluster during the laser pulse to guarantee quasi-neutrality.

Second, the cluster size Rc must be much larger than the Debye length λD, for the plasma

picture to be valid. For a solid density of xenon plasma ionized to 5+ with Te∼ 1 keV, the
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Figure 3.4: Simple picture of the three-step ionization dynamics in rare gas clusters subject to an intense
laser field in terms of the instantaneous cluster radius R(t). Adapted from [166]

Debye length is about 0.8 nm, corresponding to a cluster size of about 40 [165]. Third, the

nanoplasma holds together during the laser excitation and hence ultrashort laser pulses

are typically required.

Ionization mechanisms. There are two major ionization mechanisms which can

be important in the interaction of the laser field with atoms of the cluster. The first one

is direct optical field ionization of the atoms producing the initial electrons to form the

plasma. This ionization rate can be calculated using the ADK formula (Ammosov, Delone

and Krainov) [174]. The other mechanism arises from inelastic collisions between electrons

and ions, also termed as the collisional ionization. Its ionization rate is determined

using the collisional ionization rate formula of Lotz [175], taking into account not only

the thermal energy of the electrons (thermal collisional ionization) but also their quiver

motion in the laser field (laser-driven collisional ionization).

Heating mechanisms. Assuming that the laser primarily deposits its energy into

the quasifree electrons in the cluster through collisional inverse bremsstrahlung, the heat-

ing rate can be found by considering the laser energy deposition rate in a dielectric sphere.

The energy deposited per unit volume in the cluster is given by [176]

∂U

∂t
=

1

4π
E · ∂D

∂t
. (3.1)

The laser field inside the cluster is E = (1/2)x̂(Eeiωt + c.c.) and D = εE. The heating

rate is given by time averaging over a laser cycle,

∂U

∂t
=

ω

8π
Im[ε]|E|2. (3.2)
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The total field inside the uniform sphere is [177]

E =
3

|ε+ 2|
E0, (3.3)

where E0 is the field strength in vacuum. Using the Drude model for the plasma dielectric

constant:

ε = 1−
ω2

p

ω(ω + iν)
, (3.4)

where ωp =
√

4πe2ne/me is the plasma frequency and ν is the electron-ion collision

frequency, the heating rate per unit volume becomes

∂U

∂t
=

9ω2ω2
pν

8π

1

9ω2(ω2 + ν2) + ω2
p(ω

2
p − 6ω2)

|E0|2. (3.5)

When the electron density inside the cluster sphere is high compared to the critical electron

density, i.e., ne/ncrit � 3 (with ncrit = meω
2/4πe2), then the field inside the cluster, see

Eq. (3.3), is smaller than the field surrounding the cluster in vacuum. This shielding

results in a decrease of the heating rate because the laser electric field energy density

is shielded from the cluster interior. However, when ne/ncrit = 3, |ε + 2| goes through

a minimum. Consequently, E and the heating rate are enhanced with respect to the

surrounding field. Under these plasmon-enhanced conditions the resonance frequency,

also called the Mie- or surface plasmon frequency, can be determined as

ωMie =

√
nee2

3ε0me

=
ωp√

3
. (3.6)

The internal field reaches its maximum

Eint(ω = ωMie) =

√
1 +

(ωMie

ν

)2

Eext. (3.7)

The relative height and width of this resonance are determined by the value of the col-

lision frequency ν. In addition, in isolated clusters, there is no heat conduction to an

environment, indicating that high plasma temperatures can be expected. For metal clus-

ters, the Mie-frequency is substantially higher (e.g., about 4 eV for small silver clusters

AgN [178]) compared to the laser frequency of about 1.54 eV (800 nm). Therefore, cluster

expansion that decreases the Mie-frequency is necessary to achieve a resonant coupling of

laser energy.

Expansion mechanisms. There are two forces which contribute to the expansion

of the cluster during and after the laser pulse: (i) the pressure associated with the hot
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electrons which stream outwards and drag the ions with them, and (ii) the Coulomb forces

from a charge-buildup on the cluster. By ignoring the pressure of the cold ions, the total

pressure P can be broken down into a hydrodynamic term from the hot electrons and a

Coulomb term: P = Pe +PCoul. The equation for the time-dependent radius of the cluster

becomes
∂2r

∂t2
= 5

Pe + PCoul

nimi

1

r
. (3.8)

The hydrodynamic pressure is taken as the ideal electron Fermi gas pressure, Pe =

nekTe ∝ 1/r3, and the Coulomb pressure contribution is due to a charge-buildup, PCoul =

Q2e2/8πr4. From the (1/r4) scaling, we see that the Coulomb force becomes most domi-

nant for small clusters. Cluster expansion is important since it leads to the rapid decrease

in ne required for the resonant heating condition (Eq. (3.6)) occurring near the peak of

the laser pulse.

Modifications. The original nanoplasma model [17] has made significant contri-

butions to predictions and verifications of the experimental results on intense laser-cluster

interactions. These include the production of energetic electrons [5] and ions [6], soft X-

ray and EUV emission [7], and extreme highly charged ions [6]. It also indicates that the

resonant heating accounts for the efficient absorption of laser energy when the electron

density drops down to 3ncrit. The existence of an optimum cluster size for a given laser

pulse [19] and an optimum pulse duration [23,24,25,26,27] or dual-pulse delay [30,31] for

a given cluster size also supports the validity of the model.

The model, however, makes use of the collision frequency in the classical theory of

Silin [179], which is not applicable at high densities. Therefore, further modifications

have been considered in recent work, including (i) the collisions of electrons not only with

individual ions but also with the surface of the cluster [180,181,182], and (ii) the lowering

of the ionization energies due to screening [49,183].

The modified version gives a more complete description of the collisional processes.

In particular, high-order ionization processes involving valence electrons have been intro-

duced to improve the production of high charge states, and the dynamics of inner-shell

electrons has been partially included to reproduce the Kα X-ray emission [181]. The pic-

ture looks like follows. The laser field first ionizes cluster atoms mainly through tunnel

ionization. Once free, these electrons will further ionize atoms/ions through collisions.

Due to the high excitations and densities reached inside the cluster, the collisional pro-

cess is found to be important and produces much higher charge states than the optical

ionization alone. This modified model has been used to explain the experimental findings

on silver clusters (see Publications A.1.5).
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3.1.3 Dynamics of Clusters in Helium Nanodroplets

When embedded into an environment or deposited at surfaces, clusters typically change

their optical responses upon external excitations (see, e.g., [184]). A detailed discussion

concerning this issue is given recently by Fennel and coworkers [44,185]. Here we concen-

trate on the influence of surrounding environments, especially the He nanomatrix, on the

embedded clusters in intense laser fields.

In the strong-field regime, composite clusters are proven to be more efficient in energy

absorption compared to the corresponding homonuclear clusters. It has been demon-

strated that by irradiating heteronuclear clusters (D2O)N with intense (IL> 1016 W cm−2)

fs laser pulses [186,187], the resulting high-energy (> 3 keV) particles can be used to drive

nuclear fusion. In other approaches, an increase of the highest charge states [188,189] and

an enhancement of the yield of X-rays [21, 190] have been obtained for rare gas clusters

(Kr or Ar) doped with easily ionizable molecules (HI or H2O). The basic physics behind

is as follows. The ease of ionizing molecules increases the number of quasifree electrons

released in the initial stages of the laser pulse [191], resulting in an enhanced contribution

to the subsequent electron impact ionization and thereby the yields of ionized products.

Within this context, interest in the impact of the surrounding helium nanomatrices on

ionization dynamics in clusters has been triggered by an earlier work in our group [192].

Recent pump-probe molecular dynamics simulations [50, 51] on free and He-embedded

xenon clusters (Xe100HeN with N of up to 5000) have identified the presence of two

plasma resonances due to the He shell and the xenon core. In addition, an early and

efficient energy absorption was observed for embedded clusters resulting from the He

shell, which explodes faster than the xenon core and dominates the absorption properties

of the composite cluster.

Employing an MD approach to a similar system (Xe309He10000) under an intense pump-

probe laser scheme, Peltz and Fennel [193] have studied the impact of double plasmon

resonances on the charging process. By resolving the energy absorption spatially, they are

able to capture both the final Xe charge and electron energy spectra as shown in Fig. 3.5.

Through the presence of the He surrounding, a significant increase in the maximum

charge states (through, e.g., shell-induced inner ionization enhancement) was obtained

(cf. Fig. 3.5(a) and (d)). The time-dependent dynamics of the Xe ion spectra is quite

similar for pure and embedded systems and therefore no double resonance for ions could

have been observed (Fig. 3.5(d)). This result might serve as an explanation for the

absence of multiple plasmon resonances in the experimental data published so far (see,

e.g., Refs [30,116,163]). On the contrary, the calculated electron energy spectra as function

of delay clearly show a double-peak feature, which is strongly related to the efficient energy

absorption in the He shell and the Xe core (Fig. 3.5(e) and (f)). This numerical work

suggests that a simultaneous analysis of the ion and electron spectra gives a possible
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Figure 3.5: Delay-dependent final Xe ion spectra (top), energy absorption (middle) and electron energy
spectra (bottom) for pure Xe309 (left column) and Xe309He10000 (right column) exposed to double pulses
of variable delay (intensity I0 = 2.5 × 1014 W cm−2 and duration τp=25 fs). 〈qii〉 and 〈qfin〉: average
values of inner ionization and final charge states, respectively. 〈Ekin〉: the average kinetic energy of
emitted electrons. Insets: corresponding initial geometry of the investigated clusters. See text for further
description. From Peltz and Fennel [193]
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way to identify the presence and temporal structure of multiple resonances in embedded

clusters.

3.2 Reviewed Data on the Control of Intense Laser-

Cluster Interactions

3.2.1 Silver Clusters

Earlier Open-Loop Measurements. Similar to rare gas clusters (chapter 1),

metal clusters have also shown strong laser energy absorption, which subsequently leads

to, e.g., the production of extreme highly charged ions [194] or ionic recoil energies as high

as 180 keV [195]. This has been accounted for the plasmon-enhanced resonant ionization

mechanism as mentioned earlier. According to the model, the delocalized electrons already

present in the ground state of the metal cluster exhibit a collective oscillation mode

(plasmon) with the Mie-frequency, ωMie∝
√
ρion (see Eq. (3.6)). Usually the corresponding

plasmon energies of metal clusters are substantially higher than the Ti:Sapphire laser

photon energy (∼ 1.54 eV). Therefore, to achieve a resonant excitation the cluster density

has to be decreased through, e.g., expansions. This indicates the possibility to control

the charging of clusters by tailoring the temporal laser pulse shapes.

Extensive effort has been made to achieve a control over the ionized products such

as electrons or ions. By changing the pulse width from 140 to 600 fs, Köller et al. [24]

have observed an increase in the highest observed ionic charge state q∗ from exploding

platinum clusters up to q∗= 20. Note that for platinum atoms under the similar laser

conditions, only charge states as high as q∗= 4 have been obtained.

In another study, Döppner et al. [30] have investigated the ultrafast dynamics of silver

clusters exposed to fs dual-pulses of variable delay. For each charge state, an optimum

delay has been found which results in the maximum ion yield, allowing to selectively

control the charging process. This also confirms the presence of the collective dipolar

electron motion within the cluster: The first laser pulse provides the initial ionization

through nonresonant effects such as tunnelling or optical field ionization, which triggers

the cluster expansion, leading to a redshift of the transient Mie frequency. If the second

pulse arrives after a certain optical delay, the Mie-frequency could match the excited

laser frequency resulting in an effective charging of the cluster. The corresponding Vlasov

dynamics simulations have indicated that these initial and resonant ionization steps can

be treated separately. While the first pulse intensity determines the optimum time delay,

the second defines the magnitude of the final ionization signal.

Further observation of a plasmon-enhanced ionization has been made by Fennel et

al. [31] using a dual-pulse scheme on medium-sized clusters. By rotating the polarization
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the experiment for closed-loop optimization of the highly charged atomic
Ag ions. Top: (i) the generation of the helium nanodroplets, (ii) the formation of the silver clusters inside
the droplets by sequential atomic pick-up in the oven, (iii) the laser excitation in the interaction region,
and (iv) the time-of-flight analysis in the reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (from left to right).
Bottom: The stages of pulse delivery from seed pulse generation in the oscillator, to pulse modification
in the pulse shaper and final amplification, to pulse focusing into the molecular beam apparatus. In the
optimal control experiment, the yield of highly charged ions is maximized by applying an evolutionary
algorithm scheme within a feedback loop.

of the second pulse, an enhanced electron emission along the laser polarization axis has

been demonstrated.

Closed-Loop Measurements. Stretched or dual-pulse techniques mentioned so

far allow a simple control over the production of charge-state selected ions or energetic

electrons, for instance. This might be interesting for the generation of efficient light

sources at desired wavelengths (e.g., EUV). Nowadays, advances in femtosecond pulse

shaping (see, e.g., Refs. [40,68] and references therein) make it possible to simultaneously

modulate the phase, amplitude, and even polarization state of ultrashort laser pulses.

These permit to perform experiments with arbitrarily complex pulse shapes. Moreover,

closed-loop optimization experiments can be realized in combination with a computer

self-learning algorithm [41].

While widely applied in coherent quantum control (see, e.g., Refs. [69, 72, 107]) for a

long time, the closed-loop feedback control scheme has recently been adapted to study

rare gas clusters in a few experiments. The first optimal control experiment on clusters in

strong laser fields was conducted by Zamith et al. [42], who used a phase-only pulse shaper

to maximize the abundance of highly charged Xe ions. The optimized light field contains

a two-pulse sequence with comparable intensities and produces ions up to Xe23+. In a

similar approach, but applying to the topic of X-ray emission rather than the ion yield,
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Figure 3.7: TOF-mass spectra (left) with highly charged atomic ions obtained when exposing embedded
silver clusters to different intense laser pulses (right): (d) a 50 fs pulse (IL = 1× 1016 W cm−2), (e) a 500 fs
linearly downchirped pulse, (f) the optimized pulse. Inset: evolution of the averaged best fitness value
(open squares) in the optimization experiment, compared to the reference measurements (50 fs, solid
square; 500 fs pulses, solid triangle). See text for detail.

Moore et al. [20] found that a double-pulse (delay ∼ 100 fs) can efficiently heat clusters to

maximize the X-ray emission. In both experiments, the spectral phase of the optimized

laser fields was however not analyzed in detail.

In our closed-loop adaptive approach (see Publications A.1.5), we maximized the yield

of the highly charged ions Agq+ (with q = 14− 17) by use of the AOPDF (section 2.2.1)

combined with the evolutionary algorithm (section 2.1.2). Both phase and amplitude

modulation have been employed. Figure 3.7 shows the TOF-mass spectra (left, (a)–(c))

obtained by exposing the embedded clusters to different pulse shapes (right): (d) a 50 fs

pulse, (e) a 500 fs linearly downchirped pulse, and (f) the adaptively obtained optimal

pulse, respectively. The main findings are as follows. (i) The adaptively determined

pulse has a remarkably simple double-pulse structure, containing a low-intensity prepulse

and a stronger main pulse, see Fig. 3.7(f). This again confirms the plasmon-model and

emphasizes the separate roles of the pre- and postpulse in ionization processes. While only

a small prepulse is sufficient to initiate the cluster expansion, most of the laser energy

should concentrate on the postpulse to efficiently produce the highly charged ions. To

the best of our knowledge, this unique feature is observed for the first time for metal

clusters. It turns out to be opposite to the findings in xenon clusters as shown later. (ii)

A negative chirp (redshift) during the main pulse hints at dynamic frequency locking to

the transient cluster plasmon (Fig. 3.7(f), dashed line). And (iii) an enhancement of the

highest atomic charge states up to q= 20 has been achieved.
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Figure 3.8: Calculated temporal inten-
sity evolution of the optimal light field
for producing a maximum yield of Ag10+.
The intensity envelope is in qualitative ac-
cordance with the experimental result, (cf.
Fig. 3.7(f)). The total pulse fluence corre-
sponds to a 35-fs pulse with a peak inten-
sity 1× 1016 W cm−2.

To assist the experimental study, we1 have developed a theoretical approach to find

the laser pulse shapes that maximize the total yield of a particular highly charged ion in

the laser-cluster interaction. For this aim, a genetic algorithm is employed and adapted

to the modified nanoplasma approach [49] (see also section 3.1.2), with restriction to the

number of possible pulse shapes of the form:

I(t) =
4∑

n=0

An exp

[
−4 ln 2(t− tn)2

σ2
n

]
. (3.9)

Here An, tn, and σn are the weights, time offsets, and temporal widths, respectively.

While the laser parameters are similar to experiments (central wavelength 810 nm, peak

intensity 1× 1016 W cm−2, and duration of 35 fs), the silver clusters are quite large (4500

atoms), compared to experiments (∼ 150 atoms), to ensure the validity of the nanoplasma

model.

The calculated optimal pulse shape leading to the maximum yield of Ag10+ is shown

in Fig. 3.8, which delivers the significant features, e.g., the double-pulse structure and

the relative intensity ratio, close to the experimental solution. The time delay of the

calculated optimal pulse turns out to be longer when compared to the experiment, which

might be due to the larger size of the simulated system. Further details can be found in

our recent work (Publications A.1.3 and A.1.5).

Similarly, we can also perform the closed-loop optimization with feedback values given

as the signals of selected charge-state ions. Figure 3.9 displays the TOF spectra, which

originate from laser pulses obtained by maximizing the yield of different highly charged

ions Agq+. Interestingly, the ion charge state distributions peak around the selected

q whose yield has been maximized. Consequently, by excitation with shaped pulses,

controlled sources of intense energetic particles (ions or electrons) might be constructed.

Dual-Pulse Approach with Nonlinear Pulse Shaping. As briefly mentioned

in section 2.2.3, amplitude-and-phase shapers can create dual-pulses with variable time

1In collaboration within the SFB 652 with P. Hilse, Th. Bornath, M. Schlanges (project A6), and Th.
Fennel (project A8).
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Figure 3.9: Ion TOF spectra originating from shaped laser pulses, which give maximal yield of different
selected highly charged ions (as indicated). The case (a) is shown for comparison, where single 50 fs
pulses were used (IL = 5× 1015 W cm−2).

delay and amplitude. It is therefore possible to perform shaper-assisted dual-pulse ex-

periments on clusters with a single laser beam. If a dual-pulse is generated with a pulse

shaper prior to the CPA amplifier, the respective amplified pulse will be a pulse train,

consisting of an intense dual-pulse accompanied by several small satellite pulses equally

spaced on both sides. This is due to the nonlinear distortions in the CPA, as pointed out

in Publications A.1.1 and by others [196, 197, 198]. Under certain circumstances, these

satellites, if intense enough, might contribute significantly to the ionization processes, and

thus result in an ambiguity in optical delays.

As an illustration, we show in Fig. 3.10 the ionic signals of Ag5+ and Ag19+ vs. optical

delay 4t, obtained from a shaper-assisted dual-pulse experiment on silver clusters. The

initial laser and cluster conditions are similar to the closed-loop optimization experiment

above. For simplicity, only 4t < 0 needs to be considered. For Ag5+, a clear double-peak

feature is observed, while for Ag19+ only a single peak is visible. There is actually no clear

explanation for this observation so far. One of the reasons might be due to the complex

nonlinear behaviors of the additional satellites in the CPA. In particular, their intensities

change with the dual-pulse delay (see Publications A.1.1). Possibly, for certain small

optical delays, the satellites are sufficiently intense to take part in the charging process,
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Figure 3.10: Amplified dual-pulse yields of Ag5+ (left) and Ag19+ (right) as function of optical delay.
Inset: Experimental SHG FROG trace of an amplified dual-pulse (4t= 600 fs), showing the unexpected
satellites (marked by arrows) formed due to nonlinear distortions in the CPA. See text for further details.

resulting in the (multi)-peak feature in the dual-pulse curves. In addition, the helium

environment might also have some impact, which gives rise to the significant yield at the

time delay ∼± 200 fs (see Fig. 3.10, left). Nevertheless, this nonlinear shaping scheme

can be employed to enhance the yield of different selected charge states.

Further study is necessary to get more insights into this issue, for instance using

triple-pulses of variable delays constructed with Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Another

alternative is to use colored multipulses as introduced to investigate xenon clusters below.

3.2.2 Studies of Xenon Clusters exposed to Intense Colored

Multipulses

In the following we present the experimental results on the study of embedded xenon

clusters using the colored double pulse fitness landscape technique and a restricted closed-

loop feedback control scheme. The experimental setups are similar to in Fig. 3.6. In

brief, He-embedded xenon clusters XeN with a mean size N of about 300 atoms are in

use. For excitation, tailored laser pulses with different input energies of 0.5 mJ, 1.0 mJ,

and 1.9 mJ are focused with a 25 cm lens, giving initial intensities2 of 2.8× 1015 W cm−2,

5.5× 1015 W cm−2, and 1.0× 1016 W cm−2, respectively. The absolute intensity values in

the interaction chamber are calibrated by studying the generation of Xeq+ with up to

q= 6 in atomic xenon [199].

Colored double pulse fitness landscape studies

At laser pulse intensities above 1014 W cm−2, the embedded clusters completely disinte-

grate and Xe ions of different charge states are created. A charge state spectrum for

2At τ = 0.0 fs (single pulse conditions, τp' 50 fs)
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Figure 3.11: Typical charge state spectrum obtained from xenon clusters XeN (N = 200) in helium
droplets exposed to stretched 500 fs laser pulses at 2 × 1015 W cm−2. High charge states up to q = 24
are observed. In addition to Xeq+, signals from residual gas molecules (e.g., O2+, C2+, H2O+) are also
recorded.

500 fs-FWHM chirped pulse excitation is depicted in Fig. 3.11, showing intensity up to

q= 24. Notably, the yield Y(Xeq+) is enhanced for q > 15. We note however that, similar

to the case of AgN , different ionic distributions can be formed by tuning the pulse width

or the dual-pulse delay (as shown later). In a CDPFL measurement, such spectra are

recorded as a function of spectral phase breakpoint λbr and double pulse separation τ

taking the yields of Xeq+ as fitness values.

Pump-Probe Characteristics. For each spectral phase breakpoint λbr, pump-

probe (PP) like measurement can be obtained by recording TOF spectra as a function

of the pulse separation τ . As an illustration, Fig. 3.12 displays the PP characteristics

of Xe17+ for specific spectral phase breakpoints (relative intensity ratios) with an input

energy EL = 0.5 mJ. At λbr = 827 nm (I
(τ<0)
CDP ' 286.0, Fig. 3.12(a)), one of the subpulses has

an intensity well below 1013 Wcm−2, which obviously is not sufficient to induce the effective

generation of q= 17. Therefore, the PP-signal of Xe17+ shows no evidence of a time delay-

dependent dynamics. This confirms the previous findings that single-pulse excitation is

quite inefficient for clusters [30, 111]. At a higher ratio I
(τ<0)
CDP ' 20.6 (Fig. 3.12(b)),

evidence of resonant charging shows up only at a certain negative value τλmax< 0.0 fs. This

first indicates that two separate pulses are required to efficiently generate Xe17+. Second,

as described earlier, this (λbr, τ)-setting corresponds to colored double pulses with a strong

blue-detuned leading pulse and a weaker red-detuned trailing pulse for τ < 0, and vice

versa for τ > 0. It shows that a stronger leading pulse is more favorable for an effective

charging, rather than a weak one as for silver clusters shown in section 3.2.1. Higher

leading pulse intensity is necessary for a resonant charging to occur, as seen in Fig. 3.12(c)
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Figure 3.12: Colored double pulse yields of Xe17+ (circles) as function of pulse separation τ at se-
lected phase breakpoints λbr, showing the onset of multiple ionization of embedded Xe clusters. The
corresponding pulse intensity ratios ICDP (for τ < 0) are also indicated. Combined exponential functions
are applied separately to negative and positive τ to fit the experimental data (lines). The maximum
values will serve as inputs to deduce the charge state-selective appearance intensity thresholds shown
in Fig. 3.19. The vertical dashed lines mark the peak potions in (b) to show the slight shifts of τλmax

with intensity of the corresponding leading pulses. Inset: Relative intensity ratio I
(τ<0)
CDP vs. spectral

breakpoint wavelength (squares) and the laser spectrum (gray line) for comparison. In this example, an
input energy EL = 0.5 mJ was in use, giving an initial intensity of 2.8× 1015 Wcm−2.

for τ > 0. Finally, for ICDP near unity (Fig. 3.12(d)), a clear double peak structure can be

obtained with an enhancement of∼ 20% for τ < 0. This particular feature will be discussed

in detail below, with respect to the global chirp of colored double pulses. Additionally,

a small shift of the optimum time delay τλmax towards smaller values with an increasing

intensity of the leading pulse is observed, in good agreement with previous findings for

silver clusters using the PP-approach [30]. We also note here that by analyzing the

yield of the ions at optimum delays, the charge state-selective threshold intensity can be

deduced (see below).

Overview of the CDP landscapes. A full fitness landscape can be obtained by

scanning both the (λbr, τ) parameters with certain resolutions and is shown in Fig. 3.13(a)

for Xe17+ as an example. The double peak features in the previous PP spectra in Fig. 3.12

now show up as a double-hill in the landscape. The lower figures are the corresponding

(ICDP, τ)-landscapes extracted from the upper one for negative (Fig. 3.13(b)) and positive

(Fig. 3.13(c)) values of τ . Generally, both the hills have a quite similar shape in terms

of the relative intensity ratio ICDP, reflecting the response the clusters to intensities of

the subpulses. The roughly sketched dashed lines are to guide the eyes, showing the shift

of τλmax towards smaller values with increasing intensity of the leading pulses. We note

however two major differences of the (ICDP, τ)-landscapes. First, for a given ICDP, the

respective |τλmax| value is smaller for negative rather for positive τ . This implies that a blue-
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Figure 3.13: Top: Colored double pulse fitness landscape for Xe17+, obtained by exposing embedded
xenon clusters with laser pulses of a 0.5 mJ energy. Bottom: corresponding (τ, ICDP)-landscapes extracted
for τ < 0 (b) and τ > 0 (c) based on the experimental values of ICDP in Fig. 3.12(a), inset. The roughly
sketched dashed lines are to guide the eyes, indicating the shift of the optimum delay |τλmax| (for each
spectral breakpoint) towards smaller values when the leading pulses get stronger.

detuned leading pulse results in an increased charge-buildup and hence a larger expansion

rate of the cluster, when compared to a red -detuned leading pulse of the same intensity.

Second, for highest-q (with q > 15) the maximal yield in both landscapes is always found

for negative τ , i.e., τ q+opt< 0. This indicates that a negative global chirp is more favorable

for an extreme charging of clusters. Detailed discussion about this property is given in

Publications A.1.7.

To demonstrate the difference of the strong-field response between atoms and clusters,

Fig. 3.14 visualizes the full fitness landscapes for the low ionization stages, i.e., Xe3+–

Xe5+ at an input energy of 0.5 mJ. With increasing charge state the signal modifies from

a double T-girder shape to a clear double-hill structure. This change reflects the onset of

a cluster mediated response. Most of the lower charge state signal up to q= 3 is generated

by barrier-suppression ionization (BSI) of Xe atoms leaking into the interaction region

from the pick-up cell, see Fig. 3.14(a). Since the BSI rate of atoms is strongly dependent

on laser intensity [199], the yield therefore peaks in the region where only single pulses are

practically present (gray area in Fig. 2.22). The landscape of Xe4+ (Fig. 3.14(b)) is the

first one which shows a change in the response function. Two new strong features appear

separated from the zero τCDP setting. For Xe5+ (Fig. 3.14(c)) and higher charge states,
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Figure 3.14: Colored double pulse fitness landscapes for Xeq+ ions (q = 3−5) recorded in the Coulomb
explosion of embedded xenon clusters. Due to the presence of Xe gas leaking from the pick-up gas cell
into the interaction region, the lower q-states show additional features of atomic BSI ((a) and (b)).

the double-hill feature dominates, whereas the atomic contribution has disappeared.

We sum up here the key achievements from the CDPFL, which will be listed and

briefly discussed below. (i) As function of charge state, the maxima show a systematic

shift towards smaller pulse separation. (ii) The optimal ICDP modifies as a function of

pulse energy. (iii) The local maxima are not equal in height and the global maxima for

highly charged ions are always found in the left, corresponding to colored double pulses

with negative global chirp. (iv) The plasmon-induced charge state bleaching of clusters

can be observed. (v) The charge state-selective intensity threshold values for the leading

pulses can be determined, showing a steplike behavior in good agreement with previous

observation.

Analyzing the maximum positions. Studying the optimal settings (λq+opt, τ
q+
opt)

leading to the maximum yield in the charge sate-selective landscape will give clues about

the extreme charging conditions. The optical delay position of the maximum ion yield

as function of q, |τ q+opt|, reduces from about 900 fs for Xe5+ to 175 fs for Xe23+ (Fig. 3.15,

top). In between 0.5 and 1.9 mJ, one observes no clear dependence of τ q+opt (with q > 15)

on the chosen laser input energy. Most notably, the value of τ 23+
opt obtained at the optimal

intensity ratio marks the condition for the most effective energy deposition resulting in

the highest ionization states (see Fig. 3.15, bottom). This might link to the avalanche-like
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Figure 3.15: Charge state-selective optimal delay τ q+opt (top) and optimal intensity ratio ICDP (bottom)
values extracted from the fitness landscapes. The symbols correspond to the laser energy chosen (circles:
0.5 mJ; triangles: 1.0 mJ; squares: 1.9 mJ), with filled and open symbols for negative and positive τ q+opt,
respectively.

ionization reported recently by Döppner et al. [163]. We will be back to this point later

in the discussion about the charge state-selective threshold intensity.

The occurrence of an optimal delay can again be understood on the basis of the plas-

mon enhanced multi-ionization mechanism [24]. At the arrival of the leading pulse, the

weakest bound electrons are removed leading to the formation of the nanoplasma [17]. It

is well accepted that most energy can be captured by clusters through the Mie plasmon,

which is the electron dipole resonance of a small metallic particle [18]. Initially, the Mie

resonance ωMie is well beyond the driving laser frequency ω0. Through cluster expansion,

the ion background density reduces and subsequently drives the system into proper res-

onance conditions, i.e., ωMie ∼ ω0. This process introduces a time lag of some hundred

femtoseconds, depending on the chosen laser parameters and the size of the particles. We

however note that this two-step ionization mechanism merely provides a simple picture

to understand the results delivered by the CDPFL measurements. In fact, there might be

several more sophisticate mechanisms, which can only be resolved with the use of more

complex pulse structures rather than double-pulses, as shown later in the closed-loop

optimization experiments.

Pulse structure at optimal conditions. Based on the experimental laser spec-

trum (Fig. 3.12(a), inset) and the (τCDP, λCDP) positions giving the global maximum of

the highest-q (q > 20) ions for different applied pulse energies, the corresponding colored

double pulses have been calculated as depicted in Fig. 3.16. Two features are considered
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Figure 3.16: Optimal colored double
pulses leading to the most effective gen-
eration of high charge states for differ-
ent pulse energies (as indicated). Left
column: calculated temporal intensities
based on the measured laser spectrum
(Fig. 3.12(a), inset). Right column: corre-
sponding Husimi distributions. Notably,
although the prepulse intensity (top to
bottom) is remarkably stronger the opti-
mal delays are comparable. Additionally,
the postpulses are clearly redshifted (right
column).

here with respect to the pulse intensity and to the global chirp. First, a stronger leading

pulse tends to be best suited for the production of the highly charged ions, in contrast

to the findings in silver clusters shown previously. Probably, for an efficient generation

of highly charged ions, a certain number of quasifree electrons has to be released with

the intense leading pulse through inner ionization to induce an extreme charging later

when the trailing pulse arrives at resonance. In addition, while the leading pulses are

significantly stronger (see Fig. 3.16(a)–(c)), the respective optimal delays are comparable

(∼ 200 fs). This might hint at a characteristic expansion rate of the system under the

specific experimental conditions, e.g., cluster composition and the laser wavelength.

Second, the Husimi distributions show that irrespective of the applied energies, all

optimal CDPs have a blue-detuned leading pulse and a red-detuned trailing pulse. Naively,

such CDPs correspond to negatively stretched pulses [45, 60], and therefore best suited

to adapt to the red-shifted Mie-frequency of the expanding cluster. Further details about

this issue are given in Publications A.1.7.

Plasmon-Induced Charge State Bleaching. It has been observed earlier that

the shape of the charge state distributions changes under slight modifications of the laser

parameters [42, 189], i.e., maintaining laser energy and subpulse duration. CDPFL is

capable of revealing this feature in a single scan.

Exemplarily, Xe6+ and Xe23+ are chosen as representatives for different ion charge
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Figure 3.17: Charge state spectra ob-
tained by exposing embedded xenon clus-
ters to intense colored double pulses lead-
ing to the maximum yields of Xe6+ (top,
τCDP ' 850 fs, λCDP ' 812 nm) and
Xe23+ (middle, τCDP ' −200 fs, λCDP '
810 nm). For comparison, the differ-
ence spectrum is also displayed (bottom).
Clearly, the different colored double pulse
composition results in a significant modi-
fication of the charge state distribution fa-
voring high-q ion production for the latter
setting. The pulse energy is 1.9 mJ in this
measurement, giving an initial intensity of
1.0× 1016 W cm−2.

state regimes. In Fig. 3.17, we compare the ion spectra obtained under two different

CDP conditions: (i) (τCDP' 850 fs, λbr' 812 nm) maximizing the yield of q= 6, and (ii)

(τCDP' -200 fs, λCDP' 810 nm) giving the maximum yield of Xe23+. Parameter settings

for effective generation of low-q and effective high-q ions are clearly separated. Fig-

ure 3.18 shows the full landscapes for different input energies. At a pulse energy of,

e.g., 1.9 mJ, a clear minimum for Xe6+ appears around laser parameters of (τCDP' -

200 fs, λCDP' 810 nm). Indeed, the signals of the highest charge states exactly cover this

region. The evolution how the features transform can be clearly traced when examining

the q-dependent landscapes. Apparently, the effect is evident for a wide range of laser

energy settings, see Fig. 3.18(a)–(c). One should emphasize that this particular charac-

teristic only uncovers clearly in the fitness landscape measurements where both intensity

ratios and optical delays are systematically probed. For xenon which however may act as

a prototype for the rare gas systems, this permits for a general statement. The signals of

the lower-q are strongly suppressed whenever the pulse parameters allow for an effective

charging into extreme ionization states. For a complete discussion, see Publications A.1.8.

Appearance Intensity Threshold. Recent work on xenon clusters [163] exposed

to intense laser pulses has shown that the threshold intensity for the appearance of given

charge state changes with the duration of applied laser pulses. The CDPFL technique

allows to tune both intensity ratio and delay of colored double pulses. Therefore, the
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of fitness land-
scapes for selected low (contour lines) and
highly (surfaces) charged Xe ions for dif-
ferent laser pulse energy settings (a) 0.5mJ
(Xe4+ and Xe23+), (b) 1.0mJ (Xe5+ and
Xe23+), and (c) 1.9mJ (Xe6+ and Xe23+).
The data show evidence for charge state
bleaching.

threshold intensity of the leading pulse for a particular charge state can be studied at the

optimal delay, which is expected to give the lowest-appeared value.

As shown earlier in Fig. 3.12, no delay-dependent ion yield can be observed when the

one of the subpulses is weak enough. This pulse condition creates an onset signal as seen in

Fig. 3.12(a). Providing the leading pulse is sufficiently strong, a significant enhancement

of the yield can be obtained at the optimal delay. By studying the maximum yield as

function of the intensity ratio, the lowest-appeared intensity threshold can be obtained.

Although the estimation of the intensity of the colored subpulses is inexact3 (with an

uncertainty factor of about two), the pronounced yield at the resonance is expected to

suppress this limitation.

Figure 3.19 depicts the evolution of the maximum ion yields with the intensity ratio

for Xe17+, termed as the efficiency spectrum. To attain critical prepulse intensities, the

data for each q have been linearly interpolated in the vicinity of the signal onsets (within

the gray area). Figure 3.20(a) shows the appearance intensity thresholds Iapp extracted

with this method. The calculations [163] in Fig. 3.20(b) and (c) are also plotted for

comparison. Interestingly, a quite low intensity value of below 4× 1013 W cm−2 is found

for highly charged Xeq+ up to q= 17. For the higher charge states, only a slight increase

in the appearance intensity thresholds can be identified, finally giving 8.5× 1013 W cm−2

for the highest charge state of Xe24+. This steplike behavior of the charge state-selective

3Due to the slight variation of subpulse durations with τ and λbr.
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Figure 3.19: Efficiency spectra showing
the optimal yields vs. the relative in-
tensity ratio ICDP for the left- (τ < 0,
circles) and right-hand (τ > 0, squares)
maxima in the CDP fitness landscape of
Xe17+. The method to extract the values
from the fitness landscapes is described
in the text. The error represents the de-
viance between the fitted and the exper-
imental maxima. Thin lines are used to
guide the eyes. By interpolation of the
data near the onset (gray area) the ap-
pearance intensity thresholds are deduced.
For Xe17+, a prepulse threshold value of
∼ 4× 1013 W cm−2 has been determined
with this method.

Figure 3.20: (a): Charge state-dependent appearance intensity thresholds Ipre
app extracted from the

CDPFL for Xeq+ with an input energy of EL = 0.5 mJ. To prove that the values of are independent of
the chosen EL, some reference data (for q=5, 15, and 20) for 1mJ excitations are included. (b) and (c):
Calculated Xeq+ spectra vs. laser peak intensity from pure Xe561 and Xe561He5000, respectively, exposed
to 600 fs pulses (adapted from [163]). Note that the experiment and theory are in good agreement.

intensity thresholds has also been observed in a stretched pulse approach using the focus-

scan method [163]. We note that the threshold intensity value of Xe24+ found in this

work is more than three orders of magnitude lower when compared to the strong field

BSI threshold of the xenon atom [200], giving evidence for a pronounced contribution of

many body correlation effects in clusters (see, e.g., Ref. [52]).

Intense colored pulse train approach

In this section we applied the closed-loop optimization technique, but restricted to a cer-

tain number of possible pulse shapes, i.e., colored pulse trains introduced in section 2.2.5.

Similar to the optimal control experiments on Agq+, the yields of selected Xeq+ are max-

imized to find the corresponding optimal pulses shapes. Experiments were performed

on about 140-atom Xe clusters irradiated with ∼ 40-fs pulses at an initial intensity of
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Figure 3.21: Left: Selective charge-state optimal spectra of Xeq+ obtained by applying the restricted
closed-loop control with feedback value assigned as the total yields of different highly charged ions Xeq+:
(a) q= 9-10, (b) q= 12-13, and (c) q= 17-18. 40-fs pulse excitation (d) is shown for comparison. See
Fig. 3.21 for the corresponding laser pulses. Right: Comparison of respective fitness values for the cases
(a)–(d).

8× 1015 Wcm−2. The tailored pulses were characterized with SHG FROG, using the

phase-only approach to remove the time ambiguity (see section 2.2.3).

Figures 3.21(a)–(c) show the charge state spectra, obtained by exposing the clusters to

different pulse shapes (see Fig. 3.22) that maximize the yields of selected highly charged

ions. Excitation with 40 fs bandwidth-limited pulses is also visualized for comparison

(Fig. 3.21(d)), illustrating an inefficient charging. On the contrary, shaping the pulses

leads to maximum yields of the selected ions. The optimizations show that the simple

view of a two-step ionization is not longer sustainable. Instead, e.g., a sequence of three

pulses leads to effective generation of high-q values. By tuning the optical delays, relative

intensity ratios, and to certain extent, the spectral components within the pulses, the ionic

distribution can be controlled. This might be appealing for applications which require an

efficient q-selective particle or X-ray source at a high repetition rate. For instance, the

charged ion Xe10+ is directly related to the production of 13.5-nm X-ray [201], interesting

for the extreme ultraviolet lithography.

After the theoretical work of Martchenko et al. [43], a three-pulse sequence optimizes

the ionization of free xenon clusters: the first subpulse triggers the cluster expansion, while

the second pulse optimizes the enhanced ionization [170] and the third drives the plasmon-

induced ionization at resonance [24, 30]. In our experiments, the maximum yield in the

CDP fitness landscapes of the selected highly charged ions has been used as reference for

the corresponding multipulse optimization search. Usually, 10-20% enhancements have

been obtained for the closed-loop feedback measurements, which confirm the need of a
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Figure 3.22: Laser pulses correspond-
ing to the fragment spectra depicted in
Fig. 3.21: Optimized pulses giving the
maximum yield of Xeq+ with (a) q= 9-
10, (b) q= 12-13, and (c) q= 17-18, and
(d) a 40-fs pulse as a reference. Left: In-
tensities (solid) and phases (dashed) vs.
time. Right: Corresponding Husimi distri-
butions. Notably, a three pulse sequence
leads to the effective generation of the
highest-q values (c).

third pulse and might indicate the contribution of other currently unresolved processes,

e.g., the helium resonance.

For the first time, to our knowledge, intense triple-pulses have been experimentally

observed to effectively ionize clusters. This is due to a number of major developments.

First, full characterization of the optimized pulses and the use of the joint time-frequency

Husimi representation help to clearly identify the pulse structures, when compared to

the time or frequency-domain only (cf. Fig. 3.22, left and right column). Second, the

applications of simple pulse trains might assist the evolutionary algorithm to easily find

the well-separated pulse structures.

We note however that the restricted optimization using colored pulse trains provides

only optimized pulse shapes ”close” to the optimal solutions. On the one hand, it allows

for understanding the experimental results within a simple picture such as the plasmon-

enhanced ionization model. In addition, it also permits for simulations to mimic the

experiments in an accessible manner. On the other hand, further insights into the system

require the use of more complex pulse shapes. Within our program, further developments

are in progress: (i) systematic scans with other parameters, e.g., colored triple pulses

through tuning optical delays or relative intensities; (ii) generation of more complex pulse

structures, such as chirped pulse trains, for optimization; (iii) hybrid-encoding evolution-

ary algorithms, in which the solutions found by the simple optimization above will be

used as seeds for the subsequent free-optimization; (iv) optimization on computers using

similar encoding methods assists to analyze the experimental results.



Chapter 4

Conclusions and Outlook

This work investigates the strong-field laser-induced ionization dynamics in embedded

clusters applying the femtosecond pulse shaping techniques. The major achievements are

as follows:

• With respect to the characterization of ultrashort laser pulses, we have developed

a pulse shaper-assisted technique to remove the time-ambiguity present in SHG

FROG.1 This allows to measure both the amplitude and phase of tailored laser

pulses with a high sensitivity and accuracy.

• For a pulse shaper placed prior to a CPA system, shaper-generated pulse replicas

are distorted by propagating through the amplifier and might lead to ambiguities

in analyzing the experimental results. We have extended a technique to form clean

intense pulse trains using phase-only shaping. These well-defined pulse structures

can be used to perform multi-parameter scans or even closed-loop feedback control

experiments. An optical approach has proven that these pulse trains, though sim-

ple, are able to reveal several crucial characteristics of the system, which are also

interesting for study of the strong-field ionization of clusters.

• Closed-loop optimization experiments on silver clusters in intense laser pulses have

shown the following. (i) A double-pulse with a small leading pulse effectively ionizes

the clusters, resulting in the maximum yield of the highly charged ions, as well as

an enhancement of the highest charge states. (ii) A negative chirp during the main

pulse hints at a dynamic frequency locking to the cluster plasmon. (iii) By tuning

the temporal structure of ultrashort laser pulses, the yield for selected charge states

can be maximized, giving rise to promising applications of high-efficient particle or

X-ray sources. Similar results have been obtained for embedded xenon clusters.

1Second-Harmonic Generation Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating
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• CDPFL2 studies on xenon clusters have provided further insights into the cluster

dynamics. A number of new effects are observed, i.e.,: (i) optimal double-pulse

shapes with stronger leading pulses are more suited for an extreme charging in the

clusters at high pulse energies; (ii) An enhancement of the yield of highly charged

ions has been obtained for negative pulse separations, which correspond to the

double pulses with a blue-detuned leading pulse and a red-detuned trailing pulse;

(iii) The experimental conditions for plasmon-induced charge state bleaching have

been determined in clusters.

• Three-pulse sequences are found to maximize the yield of selected highly charged

ions, when exposing xenon clusters to intense laser pulses. The results might be

related to earlier reported simulations. However, further work is necessary to identify

the role of each pulse in the ionization processes.

In the following, we outline suggestions for future experimental work, mainly empha-

sizing on the applications of intense colored pulse trains.

First, CDPFL technique has proven to be a powerful tool to study cluster nonlinear

dynamics. By changing the source conditions, e.g., the mean-size of helium droplets or

embedded clusters, the impact of the helium surrounding and different ionization processes

such as enhanced ionization or resonant charging might be classified. Within this context,

multi-parameter scans or even closed-loop feedback control scheme employed colored pulse

trains will be helpful to analyze and identify the contribution in the ionization dynamics.

Second, in terms of the laser intensity, with the new upgraded CPA system (7-10 mJ,

50 fs, 1 kHz), intensities up to 1017 W cm−2 can be achieved, allowing to perform optimal

control experiments in an extended intensity regime. With this respect, the phase-only

nature of colored pulse trains makes it possible to realize such kind of experiments.

Third, in terms of the laser wavelength, well-separated colored pulse trains can be used

to easily generate trains of higher-order harmonics such as the second- or third-harmonic

generation in a single laser beam.3 Therefore, similar strong-field experiments on clusters

at other laser wavelengths (∼ 405 or 270 nm) can be performed in the future.

Finally, a hybrid-encoding evolutionary algorithm can be developed, in which the

solutions found by a restricted closed-loop optimization will serve as seeds for the final

free-optimization step. This will accelerate the search and assist the algorithm to find the

optimal solution.

2Colored Double Pulse Fitness Landscape
3See, e.g., Fig. 2.11.
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Appendix B

Supporting Materials

B.1 Generation of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

To generate optical pulses in the femtosecond regime, one needs (i) a bandwidth of more
than 1 THz, (ii) a suitable active medium which is able to amplify this bandwidth, and (iii)
a mechanism to couple all of the modes, termed as the mode-locking technique [202,203].
To date, several different laser mode-locking techniques have been developed, but all have
to provide two basic functions: forcing all the modes to be equally spaced and to have
the same phase at one instant of time. Typically, these requirements can be achieved
with help of either an external modulator (active mode-locking) or a saturable absorbing
medium (passive mode-locking). However, in some kinds of laser materials, the modes
may be able to lock themselves, partially or totally, in the active medium. One of the
most common techniques for generating ultrashort laser pulses is the passive mode-locking
of Ti:sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) lasers based on the nonlinear Kerr effect (see Appendix B.3).
In such a laser material, the optical waves with stronger peak intensities experience less
losses, and thus will be selectively modified with respect to peak intensity.

Considered as the laser material with optimal properties, Ti:sapphire crystals produce
gain stretching from 650 nm to over 1100 nm [204], what is equivalent to a bandwidth of
about 200 THz and a shortest-possible pulse duration of ∼ 4 fs.1 It also has a very high
thermal conductivity, a relatively large emission cross section (∼ 3 · 10−19 cm2 at 800 nm),
as well as a saturation flux density approaching 1 Jcm−2. Since the Kerr effect is instan-
taneous and independent on the stored energy density of the laser medium, it enables
a totally new class of laser systems with ultrashort duration (sub-10 fs) and extremely
high powers. While the mode-locking process can be described relatively easily in the
frequency-domain [203], a truly successful, comprehensive, and quantitative theory for
ultrashort lasers is still missing. Therefore, the generation of ultrashort laser pulses of
Ti:sapphire will only qualitatively be discussed.

A typical cavity design of a Ti:sapphire fs oscillator using Kerr-lens mode-locking is
shown in Fig. B.1 [203]. The laser crystal is located in the common focus of the two
mirrors M1 and M2 in an Z-configuration to compensate for astigmatisms [205]. The
energy source is a continuous-wave (cw) laser, typically an argon-ion laser or a diode-
pumped frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser. The dichroic mirror M1 is highly transparent
at the wavelength of the pump laser (∼ 530 nm) and highly reflects at about 800 nm, which
is the central emission wavelength of Ti:sapphire-based lasers.

1For an assumed Gaussian envelope.
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Figure B.1: Typical design of a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator. Adapted
from [203]

When passing through the crystal, optical waves with a Gaussian beam profile, for
instance, feel an inhomogeneous refractive index due to the optical Kerr effect. The crystal
behaves like a converging lens and focuses the laser beam. Therefore, the oscillator must
be so designed that the losses are larger without the appearance of the Kerr-lens. This
explains for the presence of the adjustable slit S (hard aperture) in the setup in Fig. B.1.
Another approach is to adjust the cavity in such a way that the Kerr-lens effect in the
crystal leads to a better overlap with the pump beams, thus an enhanced gain for high
peak power pulses (soft aperture). The central wavelength of the laser system can be
changed by turning the birefringent filter (B.R.F).

Because the Ti:sapphire crystal shows positive dispersion in the near infrared region,
simple chirp compensation in the resonator is required, e.g., using a prism pair as shown
in Fig. B.1. Specially designed dielectric mirrors, called chirp-compensating mirrors, have
also been used for the compensation of linear and nonlinear dispersion. By such mirrors,
the different wavelengths are effectively reflected at different depths and thus experience
different optical delays in the sub-µm range [206]. In addition, the refractive index of the
active medium varies as a function of time, and thus causes the self-phase modulation
(Appendix B.3). This effect broadens the laser spectrum and thereby introduces further
possibility to shorten the pulse duration.

By using the compensation techniques discussed above, compact construction of fs
laser oscillators with a pulse duration approaching the single-cycle limit (< 4 fs) has been
demonstrated [207,208,209]. In the frequency domain, such an ultrashort pulse provides
an ultrabroadband mode-comb, which is useful for ultraprecise frequency metrology [210].
In the time domain, well-defined oscillations of the electric field within such pulses allow
for the study of the dynamics in atoms, molecules and bulk in sub-femtosecond scales [211,
58].

B.2 Ultrashort Laser Pulse Parameters

Power, Energy and Intensity

We consider an ultrashort laser pulse E(t) propagating as a beam in a dispersionless
material of refractive index n. The instantaneous pulse power or the flow of energy per
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unit of time (in [W]) can be obtained from the Poynting theorem of electrodynamics [212]

P(t) = ε0cn

∫
A

dS
1

T

∫ t+T/2

t−T/2
E2(t′) dt′, (B.1)

where
∫
A

dS is the integration over the beam cross section A.
To measure this quantity one needs a detector with the temporal response comparable

to the speed of the variation of the field envelope to be measured. So far there is no such
fast device available which can resolve the femtosecond laser pulses directly. From the
experimental viewpoint the optical period T has to be replaced by the actual response
time of the detector. Pulse energy W (in [J]) is the integration of the power over time:

W =

∫ ∞
−∞
P(t′) dt′. (B.2)

Pulse power per unit area is the temporal intensity I(t) (in [W cm−2])

I(t) = ε0cn
1

T

∫ t+T/2

t−T/2
E2(t′) dt′

=
1

2
ε0cnE2(t) =

1

2
ε0cn|Ẽ(t)|2, (B.3)

and the energy density per unit area (in [J cm−2]):

W =

∫ ∞
−∞

I(t′) dt′. (B.4)

The spectral intensity of an ultrashort pulse is typically obtained by measuring the
intensity of the laser field with a spectrometer and given as

Sω(ω) = |η(ω)Ẽ(ω)|2, (B.5)

where η is a scaling factor which accounts for losses, geometrical influences, and the finite
resolution of the spectrometer. For an ideal spectrometer, |η|2 = ε0cn/π, and the complete
expression for the spectral intensity reads

Sω(ω) =
ε0cn

π
|Ẽ(ω)|2

=
ε0cn

4π
|Ẽ(ω − ω0)|2, (B.6)

where Ẽ(ω) is the spectral envelope function and defined as the complex Fourier transform
of the complex field envelope Ẽ(t):

Ẽ(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞
Ẽ(t) e−iωt dt = 2

∫ ∞
−∞

Ẽ(t) e−i(ω+ω0)t dt. (B.7)

The spectrum vs. wavelength can be obtained by writing the spectral energy of the
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corresponding pulse in both frequency and wavelength domains:∫ ∞
−∞

Sλ(λ) dλ =

∫ ∞
−∞

Sω(ω) dω. (B.8)

By noting that ω = 2πc/λ and thus dω = −(2πc/λ2) dλ, we have:

Sλ = Sω(2πc/λ)
2πc

λ2
. (B.9)

Pulse Duration and Spectral Width

It is difficult to assert the detailed characteristics of a light pulse when its duration
becomes shorter and shorter. Part of the problem is how to define the pulse duration and
the spectral width so that they can deliver possibly exact information of the considered
pulse. Especially, in the femtosecond regime, the shortest-generated laser pulses contain
only a few (or even single) optical cycles [207, 213]. The standard statistical definitions
are usually used in theoretic calculations and given as:

τ 2
p =

∫∞
−∞(t− tp)2 |Ẽ(t)|2 dt∫∞

−∞ |Ẽ(t)|2 dt
(B.10)

4ω2
p =

∫∞
−∞(ω − ω0)2 |Ẽ(ω)|2 dω∫∞

−∞ |Ẽ(ω)|2 dω
, (B.11)

where tp is the intensity-weighted average time (defined similarly to the carrier frequency
ω0 in Eq. (2.5)). They can be used to ascertain whether the temporal (spectral) intensity
is concentrated around the average time (frequency).

With help of the Schwarz’s inequality [214], it can be shown that these quantities are
related through the following universal inequality:

4ω(s)
p τ (s)

p ≥
1

2
. (B.12)

The equality in Eq. (B.12) can only be reached with Gaussian temporal and spectral
envelopes and the pulse is then said to be Fourier-transform-limited or unchirped. In this
case, the instantaneous frequency ω(t) (see, Eq. (2.7)) is independent of time.

However, in practice half-maximum quantities are easier to measure directly. One
therefore defines the pulse duration τp as the FWHM2 of the intensity profile |Ẽ(t)|2, and
the spectral width 4ωp as the FWHM of the spectral intensity |Ẽ(ω)|2. The Fourier
inequality is then usually given by:

4ωpτp = 2π4νpτp ≥ 2πcB, (B.13)

where cB is a numerical constant, depending on the assumed shape of the pulse. Table B.1
shows examples of some commonly cited pulse shapes. The equality holds for bandwidth-
limited pulses which have no frequency modulation in the phase term ϕ(t) (see Eq. (2.7)).

2FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum.
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Shape Intensity τp Spectral 4ωp cB 〈τp〉〈4ωp〉
profile I(t) FWHM profile S(ω) FWHM MSQ

Gauss e−2(t/τG)2 1.177τG e−(ωτG2 )
2

2.355/τG 0.441 0.5
Sech sech2(t/τS) 1.763τS sech2 πωτS

2
1.122/τS 0.315 5.25

Lorentz [1 + (t/τL)2]−2 1.287τL e−2|ω|τL 0.693/τL 0.142 0.7

Asym.
[
et/τa + e−3t/τa

]−2
1.043τa sechπωτa

2
1.677/τa 0.278

sech
Square 1 for |t/τr| ≤ 1, τr sinc2(ωτr) 2.78/τr 0.443 3.27

0 elsewhere

Table B.1: Essential characteristics of various standard pulse shapes. 〈τp〉 and 〈4ωp〉 are respectively
the pulse duration and spectral width based on mean square deviations (MSQ). Adapted from [53]

Example of a Gaussian Pulse

To illustrate how the key parameters can be derived from a given laser pulse shape, we
consider a Gaussian pulse with a quadratic temporal phase

Ẽ(t) = E0e−(1+iα)t2/τ2G , (B.14)

with a duration (FWHM)

τp =
√

2 ln 2τG. (B.15)

Calculated from (B.3), the temporal intensity has also Gaussian shape with a FWHM-
width τp/

√
2:

I(t) =
1

2
εcnE2

0 e−2t2/τ2G . (B.16)

The temporal phase is simply given as:

ϕ(t) = αt2/τ 2
G, (B.17)

and thus the instantaneous frequency is

ω(t) = ω0 − dϕ(t)/dt = ω0 − 2αt/τ 2
G. (B.18)

As one can see from Eq. (B.18), the pulse is down-chirped for a positive chirp value
of α and vice versa. The Fourier transform of Eq. (B.14) yields:

Ẽ(ω) =
E0

√
πτG

4
√

1 + α2
exp

{
−iΦ(ω)− ω2τ 2

G

4(1 + α2)

}
, (B.19)

where the spectral phase is a quadratic function of frequency:

Φ(ω) =
1

2
arctanα + (φ2/2)ω2 with φ2 =

−ατ 2
G

2(1 + α2)
. (B.20)

The spectral intensity also has the Gaussian shape and reads:

S(ω + ω0) =
|η|2πE2

0 τ
2
G√

1 + α2
exp

{
− ω2τ 2

G

2(1 + α2)

}
(B.21)
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with a FWHM-bandwidth:

4ωp = (1/τG)
√

8 ln 2(1 + α2). (B.22)

The pulse duration-bandwidth product is now given by:

4νpτp = (4ωp/2π)τp =
2 ln 2

π

√
1 + α2. (B.23)

The presence of a linear chirp results in significant different delays between the different
spectral components of laser pulse, leading to pulse broadening effect and a duration-
bandwidth product exceeding the Fourier-limit (cB = 2 ln 2/π ≈ 0.441) by a factor√

1 + α2. This conclusion holds also for the statistical definitions of pulse duration and
bandwidth given by Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11):

4ω(s)
p 4τ (s)

p =

√
1 + α2

2
. (B.24)

B.3 Nonlinear Optics

B.3.1 Wave Equations

The theoretical framework for the description and study of nonlinear optical phenomena
remains the same as for other optical phenomena in general, i.e., the macroscopic Maxwell
equations. In the absence of the sources of the fields, the Maxwell equations for an
electromagnetic pulse propagating in an infinite medium are [177]

∇× Ẽ = −∂B̃

∂t
(B.25)

∇× H̃ =
∂D̃

∂t
(B.26)

∇ · D̃ = 0 (B.27)

∇ · B̃ = 0 (B.28)

and the material equations

D̃ = ε0Ẽ + P̃ (B.29)

B̃ = µ0(H̃ + M̃), (B.30)

where

Ẽ: the electric field H̃: the magnetic field

D̃: the electric displacement B̃: the magnetic induction

P̃: the polarization vector M̃: the magnetization vector
ε0: the dielectric constant of vacuum µ0: the permeability of vacuum.
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The polarization vector P̃ describes the field-material interactions and generally depends
upon the electric field Ẽ as follows [121]:

P̃ = ε0χ
(1) : Ẽ the linear polarization (B.31)

+ ε0χ
(2) : Ẽ2 the second-order nonlinear polarization

+ ε0χ
(3) : Ẽ3 the third-order nonlinear polarization

+ · · · · · ·

Here the i-order susceptibility χ(i) are the (i+ 1)-order tensors determined by the sym-
metry properties of the nonlinear medium.

The optical medium is assumed to be nonmagnetic, so that

B̃ = µ0H̃. (B.32)

Introducing the material Eqs. (B.29) and (B.32) into the Maxwell’s equations, we obtain
the wave equation

∇×∇× Ẽ + µ0
∂2D̃

∂t2
= 0. (B.33)

The first term in Eq. (B.33) can be written as:

∇×∇× Ẽ = ∇(∇ · Ẽ)−∇2Ẽ. (B.34)

For vanishing gradient in the dielectric constant and hence ∇ · Ẽ = 0, we have

∇×∇× Ẽ = −∇2Ẽ. (B.35)

It is usually convenient to split P̃ into linear and nonlinear parts as

P̃ = P̃(1) + P̃NL, (B.36)

and write
D̃ = D̃(1) + P̃NL with D̃(1) = ε0Ẽ + P̃(1). (B.37)

Here P̃(1) is the linear polarization vector, depending linearly upon the electric field Ẽ.
In terms of these quantities, the wave equation (B.33) becomes:

∇2Ẽ− µ0
∂2D̃(1)

∂t2
= µ0

∂2P̃NL

∂t2
. (B.38)

For dispersive media we must consider each frequency component of the wave sepa-
rately. Therefore, we represent the electric field, the linear displacement, and the nonlinear
polarization by their Fourier-transforms:

Ẽ(t) =
1

2π

∫
Ẽ(ω)eiωtdω (B.39)

D̃(1)(t) =
1

2π

∫
D̃(1)(ω)eiωtdω (B.40)

P̃NL(t) =
1

2π

∫
P̃NL(ω)eiωtdω. (B.41)
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As well-known from classical electrodynamics [177], the linear displacement of a medium
and the electric field are related by:

D̃(1)(ω) = ε0ε
(1)(ω)Ẽ(ω) (B.42)

Introducing the Eqs. (B.39)–(B.42) into the Eq. (B.38), we obtain the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz wave equation in the frequency domain:

∇2Ẽ(ω) +
ω2

c2
ε(1)(ω)Ẽ(ω) = −µ0ω

2P̃NL(ω). (B.43)

For further simplicity, we assume the field to be linearly polarized and propagating in
the z-direction as a plane wave. The wave equation now becomes:3[

∂2

∂z2
+
ω2

c2
ε(1)(ω)

]
Ẽ(ω) = −µ0ω

2P̃NL(ω) (B.44)

This is the fundamental equation in solving the problem of ultrashort pulse propagating
in a dispersive medium. In a linear medium, phenomena such as absorption, dispersion,
group velocity dispersion, and diffraction effects, etc., are concerned and have been de-
tailed elsewhere [53,124]. We now proceed to study in detail the sum-frequency generation
(SFG) which is important to understand the second- and third-harmonic generation pro-
cesses in the pulse characterization procedures (section 2.1.3), as well as in our recent
reports [98, 101]. Typical third-order effects such as Kerr-lens effect and self phase mod-
ulation account for the self-focusing and spectral phase distortions of ultrashort pulses
propagating in nonlinear media (e.g., in the air) and will be discussed briefly in Ap-
pendix B.3.3.

B.3.2 Second-order Susceptibility

Sum-Frequency Generation

Considering the case of SFG in an isotropic lossless medium with a quadratic optical non-
linearity. The applied waves, E1(z, t) and E2(z, t), are assumed to fall onto the nonlinear
medium at normal incidence. Within the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA),
the solution to the wave equation (B.38) has the form of

E3(z, t) = A3(z, t)ei(ω3t−k3z) + c.c, (B.45)

where

k3 = k3(ω3) =
n3ω3

c
, n3 =

√
ε(1)(ω3). (B.46)

Here A3(z, t) satisfies the inequality of SVEA in space∣∣∣∣∂2A3

∂z2

∣∣∣∣� ∣∣∣∣k3
∂A3

∂z

∣∣∣∣, (B.47)

3For convenience, we are working in the scalar field approximation.
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and time domain ∣∣∣∣∂2A3

∂t2

∣∣∣∣� ∣∣∣∣ω3
∂A3

∂t

∣∣∣∣. (B.48)

Similarly, we represent the nonlinear polarization and the incident waves as

PNL
3 (z, t) = PNL

3 (z, t)ei(ω3t−k3z) + c.c (B.49)

Ej(z, t) = Aj(z, t)e
i(ωjt−kjz) + c.c (j = 1, 2) (B.50)

and the amplitude of the nonlinear polarization [215]

PNL
3 ≡ P(2)

3 = 4ε0deffA1A2e−i(k1+k2)z, (B.51)

where deff is the so-called effective d-coefficient, which depends on structure of the non-
linear medium and is tabulated elsewhere [215].
Introducing the Eqs. (B.45) through (B.51) into (B.38), we obtain the coupled-amplitude
equation in the first-order approximation of dispersion theory

∂A3

∂z
+

1

u3

∂A3

∂t
=

2ω3deff

in3c
A1A2e−iδkz, (B.52)

where u3 is the group velocity of the sum-frequency wave ω3, defined by [53]

1

uj
=
∂k

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ωj

=
n(ωj)

c
+
ωj
c

∂n

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ωj

(with j = 1, 2, 3), (B.53)

and δk = k1 +k2−k3 is called the wave vector mismatch. When the variation of the ω1 and
ω2 waves must also be taken into consideration, we can derive the analogous equations
for each wave:

∂A1

∂z
+

1

u1

∂A1

∂t
=

2ω1deff

in1c
A3A

∗
2eiδkz, (B.54)

∂A2

∂z
+

1

u2

∂A2

∂t
=

2ω2deff

in2c
A3A

∗
1eiδkz. (B.55)

For monochromatic planar incident waves,4 the time-derivative terms ∂Aj/∂t (with
j = 1, 2, 3) in the coupled-amplitude equations vanish and the resulting equations can be
solved exactly using the Jacobi elliptic function [216]. By assuming the applied waves to
be undepleted by the nonlinear interaction, Boyd [121] has shown that the intensity of
the sum-frequency wave is proportional to product of the input intensities

I3 ∼ I1I2L
2sinc2(δkL/2), (B.56)

where Ij (with j = 1, 2) are the intensity of the ωj-wave, respectively, and L is the distance
of the nonlinear medium, over which the waves interact with each other. The intensity
I3 reaches its maximum value Imax

3 when δk = 0 or also called the perfect phase-matching
(PM) condition. A more detailed discussion of phase-matching will be given below in the
section of conversion efficiency consideration.

For ultrashort laser pulses, an exact analytic solution to these equations is impossible.

4Also called the Infinite Plane Wave Approximation.
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These short pulses have an appropriate spectral bandwidth and it is not possible to
satisfy the phase-matching condition for all of the available spectral components within
the spectrum. Here the group velocity mismatch comes into play and complicates the
conversion processes. For simplicity, we will next consider the case of identical input waves
or the second-harmonic generation, which is in many respects similar to the sum-frequency
process. More discussions about SFG of ultrashort pulses can be found in [121, 215, 217]
and the references therein.

Second-Harmonic Generation

We now proceed to derive the coupled-amplitude equations for the second-harmonic (SH)
process. The fundamental ω and second-harmonic 2ω waves can also be represented as

E1(z, t) = A1(z, t)ei(ωt−k1z) + c.c (B.57)

E2(z, t) = A2(z, t)ei(2ωt−k2z) + c.c. (B.58)

We then write the electric field in the medium as

E(z, t) = E1(z, t) + E2(z, t)

= A1(z, t)ei(ωt−k1z) + A2(z, t)ei(2ωt−k2z) + c.c, (B.59)

and the corresponding nonlinear polarization

PNL(z, t) = PNL
1 (z, t) + PNL

2 (z, t)

= PNL
1 (z, t)ei(ωt−k1z) + PNL

2 (z, t)ei(2ωt−k2z) + c.c, (B.60)

where PNL
j (with j = 1, 2) are given by [215]

PNL
1 = 4ε0deffA2A

∗
1ei(k1−k2)z (B.61)

PNL
2 = 2ε0deffA

2
1e−2ik1z. (B.62)

Substituting Eqs. (B.59) and (B.60) into Eq. (B.38), we obtain the coupled-amplitude
equations for SHG

∂A1

∂z
+

1

u1

∂A1

∂t
= −iγ1A2A

∗
1eiδkz (B.63)

∂A2

∂z
+

1

u2

∂A2

∂t
= −iγ2A

2
1e−iδkz, (B.64)

with the phase mismatch
δk = 2k1 − k2, (B.65)

and

γj =
2ωdeff

njc
with j = 1, 2. (B.66)
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Group velocity matching. We first consider the simplest case, where the phase-
matching and group velocity matching conditions are simultaneously satisfied, i.e.,

δk = 0 and u = u1 = u2. (B.67)

For convenient reasons, we transfer to a coordinate system (η, ξ) moving with the group
velocity u:

ξ = z, η = t− z

u
, (B.68)

and introduce the real amplitudes and phases Aj(η, ξ) = aj(η, ξ)e
iϕj (with j = 1, 2). The

solutions to set of Eqs. (B.63) and (B.64) are [218]

a1(η, ξ) = a10(η)sech[γa10(η)ξ], (B.69)

a2(η, ξ) = a10(η) tanh[γa10(η)ξ], (B.70)

ϕ1(η, ξ) = ϕ10(η), (B.71)

ϕ2(η, ξ) = 2ϕ1(η)− π/2, (B.72)

where a10(η) = a1(η, 0) and γ = γ1 = γ2.
In the undepleted-pump approximation (UPA), the fundamental wave is assumed almost
constant along the whole interaction length. The SH wave then becomes

a2(η, ξ) = γza2
10(η). (B.73)

Using Eq. (B.3), we have the appropriate intensity relation between the interacting waves:

I2(t, z) =
γ2z2

2ε0cn1

I2
1 (t− z

u
) (B.74)

The intensity of the second-harmonic wave is quadratically proportional to that of the
fundamental and to the interaction length, which makes the SHG a widely-used process
for optical autocorrelation techniques. Further, this feature leads to shortening the second-
harmonic pulse duration. For a fundamental Gaussian-shaped pulse a10(η) = a0e−t

2/τ2G

with pulse duration τ1 =
√

2 ln 2τG, the second-harmonic pulse duration is τ2 = τ1/
√

2.

Group velocity mismatch. In fact the group velocity matching condition is not
always satisfied (u1 6= u2). Applying the undepleted-pump approximation for Eqs. (B.63)
and (B.64), we obtain the solution for the second-harmonic [218]

A2(t, z) = −iγ2

z∫
0

A2
10(t− z/u2 +4u−1ξ)eiδkξdξ, (B.75)

where

4u−1 =
1

u2

− 1

u1

(B.76)

is termed as the group velocity mismatch and A10(t) = A1(t, 0). For simplicity, we assume
the fundamental amplitude is a Gaussian linearly chirped pulse

A10(t) = a0e−(1+iα)t2/τ2G . (B.77)
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Figure B.2: The effect of phase-mismatch on
conversion efficiency of the SFG.

The SH intensity can be obtained from (B.75) for the case of perfect phase-matching,
δk = 0,

I2(t, z) =
γ2

2z
2

2ε0cn1

I2
1 (t− z

u2

)sinc2

[
αz4u−1

τ 2
G

(t− z

u2

)

]
. (B.78)

For unchirped Gaussian pulses, i.e., α = 0, the SH intensity does not depend on the group
mismatch 4u−1. For strongly chirped pulses, due to the group velocity mismatch effect,
the nonlinear medium acts as a spectral filter, whose bandwidth is reversely proportional
to the group mismatch. Generally, the filter function depends on both the fundamental
and SH frequencies.

Conversion Efficiency in Second-Order Processes

Phase-matching. In relationship with the other aspects which are important for
achieving high conversion efficiency, the phase-matching condition briefly discussed in the
SFG-process (Appendix B.3.2) will be considered here in more details. The conversion
efficiency of the SFG is defined from Eq. (B.56) as:

Π =
I3

Imax
3

= sinc2(δkL/2) (B.79)

where

δk = k1 + k2 − k3 =
1

c
[n1ω1 + n2ω2 − n3ω3]. (B.80)

If δk = 0, i.e.,
n1ω1 + n2ω2 − n3ω3 = 0, (B.81)

the SFG-process is said to be perfect phase-matching and the conversion efficiency reaches
its maximal value 1. When phase-mismatch occurs, δk 6= 0, the conversion efficiency
decreases severely as seen in Fig. B.2. By replacing ω3 = ω1 + ω2, we obtain:

n3 − n2 = (n1 − n2)
ω1

ω3

. (B.82)

As shown by Boyd [121], in the normally dispersive materials the phase-matching
condition is impossible because of the increase of the refractive index with frequency.
One of the most commonly used techniques for achieving the phase-matching is angle
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Figure B.3: Type I and II of phase-matching of the SFG process. The ω1 and ω2-waves are the input
waves, and ω3-wave is the generated sum-frequency wave (ω3 = ω1 + ω2). The arrows indicate the
polarization vectors of respective waves (NOL crystal: χ(2) crystals).

tuning, which exploits the birefringent property of nonlinear crystals. Birefringence is the
dependence of the refractive index on the direction of polarization of the input wave. By
tuning the angular orientation of the crystal with respect to the propagation direction
of input waves, one can find the polarized direction of the highest-frequency ω3 which
provides the lower of the two possible refractive indices. There are two types of angle
phase-matching [219] illustrated in figure B.3: (i) Type I phase-matching: the input
waves have the same polarization. (ii) Type II phase-matching: the polarizations of the
input waves are orthogonal.

For instance, Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystal is a negative uniaxial crystal (ne <
no). Therefore, the polarization direction of the ω3 wave in the BBO crystal is in the
extraordinary direction and the phase-matching equations for type I and II, respectively,
are [121]:

ne3ω3 = no1ω1 + no2ω2 (Type I: ooe) (B.83)

ne3ω3 = ne1ω1 + no2ω2 (Type II: eoe), (B.84)

where the indices o and e indicate the ordinary and extraordinary axes in the crystal,
respectively. By each nonlinear crystal with certain polarization of the input waves, there
is an optimum phase-matching angle θm made of the propagation direction and the optical
axis of the nonlinear crystal. For practical reasons, some useful angle phase-matching
formulas for BBO crystal are given in table B.2.

Crystal acceptance angle. If the input wave propagates with an angle θ devi-
ating from the phase-matching angle θm, δk is different from zero leading to an inefficient
harmonic generation. The angular sensitivity is determined by an acceptance angle 4θ
defined by the condition5

|δkL| = 2π, (B.85)

at which the sinc2-function in Eq.(B.79) gets its first zero. For the case of SHG in a
negative uniaxial crystal, the acceptance angle is given as [215]:

4θ =
2(λω/L)

(noω)2[(ne2ω)−2 − (no2ω)−2] sin 2θm
. (B.86)

5In some literatures, the acceptance angle is determined by the equation: |δkL| = π.
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NL process Phase-matching angle

SHG(ooe) sin2 θm =
(ne2ω)2

(noω)2

[
(no2ω)2 − (noω)2

(no2ω)2 − (ne2ω)2

]

SFG(eoe)
no3√

1 +

[
(no3)2

(ne3)2 − 1

]
sin2 θm

− (λ3/λ1)no1√
1 +

[
(no1)2

(ne1)2 − 1

]
sin2 θm

= (λ3/λ2)no2

Table B.2: The phase-matching angles of BBO crystals for the SHG (Type I) and SFG (Type II)
processes [215].

Figure B.4: The spatial walk-off effect
due to the double refraction in birefrin-
gent crystals (BC: birefringent crystal;
o.A.: optical axis; w: beam radius; θ =
(~k,o.A.)).

Walk-off. Due to the birefringence of nonlinear crystals, the extraordinary wave
ne experiences Pointing vector walk-off (Fig. B.4). As the result, if the input laser beam
size is small, the generated harmonic beam and the fundamental beam will be separated
at a walk-off angle ρ in the crystal, causing low conversion efficiency. Therefore, the walk-
off effect must be taken into account when one tries to decrease the beam size (e.g., by
focusing the laser beam) to enhance the efficient conversion due to increase in intensity.

The walk-off angle for negative uniaxial crystals is given as [215]:

tan ρ =
[(no)2 − (ne)2] tan θ

(ne)2 + (no)2 tan2 θ
. (B.87)

The e- and o-beams become physically separated in a so-called walk-off length Lρ given
as:

Lρ =
2w

tan ρ
. (B.88)

For a BBO crystal with no = 1.69298, ne = 1.66051, θm = 29.20 (phase matching angle-
type I) at 400 nm central wavelength and 1 mm beam diameter, we have:

ρ = 16.7 mrad and Lρ = 6 cm. (B.89)
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Figure B.5: The pulse broadening effect due to group velocity mismatch of the SGH process

Group velocity mismatch. Generally, the interacting pulses travel with differ-
ent group velocities in nonlinear medium resulting in pulse broadening effect (Fig. B.5).
Over a certain distance, they may no longer physically overlap and hence the conversion
efficiency will dramatically be reduced.

To keep the efficient conversion without significant pulse broadening, it is recom-
mended to use nonlinear crystals, whose thickness is less than a critical value Lc deter-
mined by

Lc ≤
τp

4u−1
. (B.90)

For example for BBO:

800 nm:
1

u1

= 56.09 ps/cm

400 nm:
1

u2

= 58.01 ps/cm

4u−1 = 1.92 ps/cm

τp = 30 fs

⇒ Lc ≤ 150 µm. (B.91)

B.3.3 Third-order Susceptibility

The third-order effects, which can be found in both centrosymmetric and noncentrosym-
metric materials, are related to the third-order susceptibility term in the expression of
the polarization vector (Eq. (B.31)). When an intense ultrashort laser pulse passes into
an isotropic medium, the nonlinear refractive index can be written in a simple form

n = n0 + n2I(~r, t), (B.92)

where n0 is the linear refractive index of the medium, n2 is the nonlinear index coefficient
and usually given in [cm2/W]. We will separately consider the effects caused by the spatial
and temporal dependence of the laser intensity. The general treatments for ultrashort
laser pulses are very complicated and beyond the scope of the present work. Detailed
discussions can be found in, e.g., Refs. [61, 121, 218]. Here, for the sake of simplicity,
we will investigate the propagation of a Gaussian laser beam in a third-order nonlinear
material. The results however still hold for ultrashort laser pulses.
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Figure B.6: Illustration of the Kerr-
lens modelocking in fs oscillators. Only
the intense pulse modes experience self-
focusing, and thus low spatial losses
through the hard aperture, and conse-
quently contribute to the mode-locked op-
eration. For further details, see Ap-
pendix B.1. Adapted from [39]

Kerr-Lens Effect

The refractive index distribution in this case is

n(r) = n0 + n2I(r), with I(r) = e−2r2/w2

. (B.93)

As seen from Eq. (B.93), for a positive n2, the refractive index has a maximum value at
the beam center r = 0 and decreases with increasing r. After propagating over a distance
e the beam has an optical path  L(r) = n(r)e. To visualize the Kerr-lens effect the constant
thickness e is replaced by a variable one such that its product with a constant refractive
index remains the same optical path:

 L(r) = n(r)e = e(r)n (B.94)

or

e(r) =
en(r)

n
. (B.95)

That means, the medium reacts as a Gaussian lens, which focuses the laser beam. This
focusing process becomes stronger along the propagation because the focused beam in-
creases the focal power of the dynamical lens. The increase of the focusing stops when
the diameter is so small that the linear diffraction is large enough to balance the Kerr
effect. This effect, also termed as self-focusing, is very important in understanding of
the self-mode-locking, which occurs for instance in Ti:Al2O3 femtosecond oscillators (see,
Fig. B.6). If the path through the medium is sufficiently long, the beam will be focused to
a small filament (beam collapse), and the medium will be usually damaged via avalanche
ionization. The critical power level for Gaussian beam over which beam collapse will
happen is given by [220]

Pcr =
κλ2

8πn0n2

, (B.96)

where κ is a correction factor accounting for the severity of nonlinear phase distortion.6

Self Phase Modulation

If the time-dependent laser intensity must be taken into account, we can write the refrac-
tive index in the form of

n(t) = n0 + n2I(t), with I(t) = e−2t2/τ2G . (B.97)

6The initial Gaussian profile is deformed during the self-focusing process.
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Figure B.7: Frequency variation vs.
time as the result of self phase modulation
for the case of n2 > 0.

To study the influence of this time-varying index on the frequency of laser beam, we
consider now a simple case of a plane wave propagating in the z direction of a nonlinear
medium:

E(t, z) = A0ei(ω0t−kz), k =
ω0n(t)

c
. (B.98)

The instantaneous frequency is

ω(t) =
∂

∂t
(ω0t− kz) = ω0

[
1− n2z

c

∂I(t)

∂t

]
(B.99)

and the frequency variation

δω(t) = ω(t)− ω0 = −n2ω0z

c

∂I(t)

∂t
. (B.100)

With n2 > 0, new low frequencies are created in the leading edge of the pulse envelope and
new high frequencies are created in the trailing edge (Fig. B.7). These new frequencies are
created inside the original pulse envelope, and therefore give rise to spectral broadening.
Upon applying the SPM combined with optical compression techniques intense few-cycle
laser pulses have been achieved [221].

A cumulative measure of the nonlinear interaction, e.g., in high-power lasers, due to
n2 is given by the dimensionless B-integral [131]:

B =
2π

λlas

∫
n2(z)I(z) dz, (B.101)

taking into account the changes in diameter and power of the laser beam through the
whole system. Generally, the B-integral must be kept below ∼ 3 to avoid significant
optical damage and distortions due to self-focusing or SPM.

B.4 AOPDF: A Mathematical Approach

B.4.1 Coupled-wave Analysis

The coupled wave equations for acousto-optic interactions in AOPDF can be derived
using a similar approach for nonlinear optical processes (Appendix B.3). Here we will
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follow Verluise et al. [222] to consider a frequency-modulated acoustic wave launched into
a birefringent crystal along the z axis inducing a dielectric perturbation. Since the optical
velocity much larger than the acoustic velocity the dielectric perturbation is nearly fixed
and given as

ε(z) = ε+ 2ε1(z) cos[ψ(z)], (B.102)

with the acoustic phase described by

ψ(z) =

∫ z

0

K(z) dz. (B.103)

Here ε denotes the unperturbated dielectric tensor, ε1(z) is the perturbated term of the
dielectric tensor that leads to the coupling of the optical modes, and K(z) is the in-
stantaneous spatial frequency of the acoustic wave. For simplicity, K(z) is assumed a
monotonic function of z, i.e., it is either increasing or decreasing. Further, ε1(z) is usually
much smaller than ε, so that only its off-diagonal terms need to be taken into account.

The propagation of an ultrashort optical pulse E(ω, r) can be described through the
wave equation [222]:

d2

dz2
E(ω, r) + ω2µ0ε(z)E(ω, r) = 0 (B.104)

Its general solution of the wave is given as the superposition of the plane waves of the two
possible modes (mode 1 and 2):

E(ω, r) =
√
S(ω){A1(z)e1 exp[−ik1(ω)z] + A2(z)e2 exp[−ik2(ω)z]}, (B.105)

where Am(z) (with m = 1, 2) are arbitrary but slowly varying functions of z, km(ω) =
nm(ω)ω/c, and where

em =

[
2µ0ω

km(ω)

]1/2

pm. (B.106)

pm (m = 1, 2) are the orthogonal unit vectors representing the polarization of the optical
waves along the ordinary and extraordinary axes, respectively. n1 = no and n2 = ne are
the corresponding refractive indices. em is a normalized term which gives a power flow of
1 W cm−2 in the z direction [85], and S(ω) is the spectral distribution of the optical pulse.

By inserting Eqs. (B.102) and (B.105) into Eq. (B.104) we have the following coupled-
wave equations:

d

dz
A1(z) = −iκ(z)A2(z)

[
e−iφ+(z) + e−iφ−(z)

]
, (B.107)

d

dz
A2(z) = −iκ(z)A1(z)

[
eiφ+(z) + eiφ−(z)

]
, (B.108)

with

φ±(z) = [k2(ω)− k1(ω)]z ± ψ(z), (B.109)

κ(z) =
ω2µ0

2[k1(ω)k2(ω)]1/2
p1 · ε1(z) · p2. (B.110)
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The phase matching condition,
d

dz
φ±(z) = 0, (B.111)

leads to the equation7

K(z(ω)) = k1(ω)− k2(ω) =
ω

c
[n1(ω)− n2(ω)]. (B.112)

From the monotonicity of K(z) as assumed above, for each optical frequency ω there is
only one position z(ω) in the crystal in which energy transfer between the two modes
happens significantly.

An exact solution to the coupled-wave equations (B.107) and (B.108) can be obtained
by numerical simulation. But much insight can already be gained with some minor ap-
proximations. First, at the entrance of the crystal all energy is stored in mode 1, i.e.,
A1(0) = 1 and A2(0) = 0 and the repartition occurs only in the vicinity of z(ω) and
then stays nearly unchanged. Second, in the vicinity of z(ω) where the phase matching
condition is fulfilled, κ(z) and φ(z) remain almost constant. As shown in Ref. [85], the
solution to Eqs. (B.107) and (B.108) can be then obtained analytically and reads as

A2(z) ≈ a(ω)eiφ[z(ω)], z > z(ω), (B.113)

with |a(ω)| < 1.
At the output of the position z = L, the spectral phase of mode 2 is given by three

terms corresponding to (i) propagation on mode 1 for distance z(ω), (ii) interaction with
the acoustic wave, and (iii) propagation on mode 2 for distance L− z(ω), respectively:

ϕ(ω) = k1(ω)z(ω)− ψ(z(ω)) + k2(ω)[L− z(ω)]. (B.114)

The derivative of the spectral phase ϕ(ω) gives the group delay:

τ(ω) =
dz(ω)

dω
{k1(ω)− k2(ω)−K[z(ω)]}+

dk1(ω)

dω
z(ω) +

dk2(ω)

dω
[L− z(ω)]. (B.115)

The first term is vanished according to the phase-matching condition, see Eq. (B.112).
With the group velocity defined by vg = dω/dk(ω) [53], the group delay becomes

τ(ω) =
z(ω)

vg1(ω)
+
L− z(ω)

vg2(ω)
. (B.116)

This equation illustrates a clear picture as discussed in the phenomenological approach
(see section 2.1.2): For each optical frequency ω, propagation occurs first at velocity
vg1(ω) in mode 1 for distance z(ω) and subsequently at velocity vg2(ω) in mode 2.

7Note that the choice of the sign in this equation depends on the sign of k2 − k1, i.e., on the sign of
the optical anisotropy 4n = ne − no. In our case, we consider only φ(z) = φ+(z) corresponding to a
negative sign.
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B.4.2 Group-Delay Control

Equation (B.116) can be rewritten as

z(ω) = 4vg(ω)

[
τ(ω)− L

vg2(ω)

]
, (B.117)

where the differential group velocity between the two modes

4vg(ω) =

[
1

vg1(ω)
− 1

vg2(ω)

]−1

. (B.118)

For a desired group-delay distribution, Eq. (B.116) defines the position of phase matching
for every frequency. The phase-matching condition in Eq. (B.112) then specifies the form
of the acoustic signal and can be rewritten as

K[z(ω)] =
ω

4vp(ω)
, (B.119)

where 4vp(ω) = c/[n2(ω) − n1(ω)] is the differential phase velocity between the two
modes. Eqs. (B.117) and (B.119) determine completely the form of the acoustic wave
when an arbitrary group delay is given. The first step is to specify τ(ω) as a function of ω,
then to compute z(ω) from Eq. (B.117), and finally to obtain K[z(ω)] from Eq. (B.119).

For instance, in case of a linear chirp, τ(ω) = Dω + τ0, with D being the group-delay
dispersion ([fs2]) and τ0 some constant delay time. The spatial frequency of the acoustic
wave then becomes

K[z(ω)] =
1

D4vp(ω)

[
z(ω)

4vg(ω)
+

L

vg2(ω)
− τ0

]
. (B.120)

If the different velocities involved have constant values (usually the cases for small band-
widths) then the acoustic signal is also linearly chirped, with a slope given by (D4vp4vg)−1.

B.4.3 Amplitude-and-Phase Tailoring with AOPDF

The AOPDF performs for low values of acoustic power density as a convolution between
the amplitude of the input optical wave form Ein(t) and a programmable acoustical signal
S(t/α), where S(t) is proportional to the electrical signal applied to the piezoelectric
transducer of the device,

Eout(t) = Ein(t)⊗ S(t/α). (B.121)

The scaling factor

α =
V

c
4n (B.122)

is the ratio of the speed of sound to the speed of light multiplying with the optical
anisotropy (α ' 10−7 in TeO2). In the frequency domain,

Eout(ω) = Ein(ω) · S(αω). (B.123)

By generating a proper function S(t) one can achieve any arbitrary convolution with a
temporal resolution given by the inverse of the available filter bandwidth. The following
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parameters are crucial in dealing with an AOPDF.
- The maximum time window in which the pulse can be shaped corresponds to the

difference of the complete propagations along the ordinary and extraordinary axis [91]

Tmax = 4ng cos2(θin)
L

c
, (B.124)

where L is the length of the crystal and δng the group index difference. θin is the angle
between the incident wave vector and a reference crystallographic axis [89]. For instance,
a 25 mm TeO2 crystal gives Tmax ' 3 ps at 800 nm [90] or a 72 mm KDP8 crystal has
Tmax ' 7 ps at 300 nm [92].

- The spectral resolution is given as [91]

δλ =
0.8

4n cos2(θin)

λ2

L
, (B.125)

where θin is the angle between the incident wave vector and a reference crystallographic
axis. The resolution is typically equal to 0.25 nm at 800 nm and down to 0.1 nm at 266 nm
for commercially available devices.

- The number of controllable parameters Ncp is given by the number of resolution
points in the programmed diffracted bandwidth. In the case of phase-only shaping, this
bandwidth has to be broad enough to diffract all the optical components with a nearly
constant amplitude. Experimentally, it is set to three times the optical bandwidth, i.e.,

Ncp =
4λ
δλ

=
4nL
0.8

cos2 θin
34λ
λ2

. (B.126)

For a 72 mm KDP crystal (θin = 48.5◦, 4n = 0.045 and 4λ = 3 nm at 410 nm), this gives
Ncp ' 100 and around 400 in the IR [91].

- The output light intensity relates to the incident light intensity and the actual acous-
tic power density P present in the interaction area through

Iout(ω) = Iin(ω) · P
P0

· π
2

4
· sinc2

[
π

2

√
P

P0

+4Φ2

]
, (B.127)

where 4Φ is an asynchronism factor dependent on the crystal length and the phase-
mismatch, P0 denotes the acoustic power given by P0 = 4.5 × 106(λ/L)2 in [W mm−2].
For P � P0, the AOPDF response is linear with P and

Iout(ω) =
π2

2
· P
P0

· Iin(ω). (B.128)

By increasing P ≈ P0, a higher diffraction efficiency can be achieved but the response of
the AOPDF with P is not anymore linear.

8Potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2PO4.
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B.5 Evolutionary Operators

B.5.1 Selection

Selection is a process which imitates natural selection by giving fitter individuals higher
opportunity for reproduction or survival in an evolutionary algorithm (parent- or survivor
selection). It is usually inserted right after the initialization step.

Fitness-Proportional Selection was first proposed by Holland [109], also called
roulette wheel selection [108]. Within this concept, an individual with the highest fitness
has the greatest probability of being selected while the individual with the lowest fitness
has the lowest probability of mating. The expected value of an individual, i.e., the ex-
pected number of times an individual will be selected to reproduce, is that individual’s
fitness divided by the average fitness of the population. If fi is the fitness of individual i
in the population, the selection probability pi is the defined according to

pi =
fi∑N
i=1 fi

. (B.129)

A major drawback of fitness-proportionate selection is that it strongly depends on the
scaling of the fitness function [223], i.e., the evolution rate relies very much on the variance
of the fitness’s in the population. Typically, early in the search the fitness variance
in the population is large and a few bad individuals9 are much fitter than the others.
Under proportional selection they will produce several offsprings and thus will quickly
broaden in the population. Later in the search, when all individuals in the population
are very similar (low fitness variance), there are no real fitness differences for selection
to exploit. Consequently, this hinders the EA from doing any further exploration and
possibly runs into local optimum. This procedure is known as premature convergence and
is a result of early putting too much selection pressure on highly fit individuals. The
fitness-proportional selection is presented here just for a complete description, but will
not be used in our EA program.

Rank-based Selection uses the rank of the fitness, rather than the absolute fitness,
of the individuals in the current population to determine the probability of selection.
Ranking is to sort the individuals based on their fitness first and then use their ranks
to grant the selection probability. Under rank-based selection every individual obtains
its fitness from ranking: The worst has fitness 1 and the best has fitness N . Ranking
therefore results in a slow convergence, but avoids the ”premature convergence” which
usually happens in the fitness-proportional selection. It keeps up the selection pressure
when the fitness variance is low and reduces the selection pressure when the fitness variance
is high. It preserves diversity and thus leads to a successful search.
We introduce two fitness assignment methods:

• Linear ranking
Selection probability of each individual is proportional to its rank in the popula-
tion [224]. The fitness value of individual i is determined according to

Fitness (i) = 2− SP + 2 · (SP − 1) · i− 1

N − 1
, (B.130)

9They are bad only when compared to the optimal solution.
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where SP is the selection pressure possible in the range [1.0, 2.0].

• Nonlinear ranking
The method allows a higher selection pressure than what possible under the linear
ranking method. Here selection probabilities are also based on each individual’s
rank but not proportional to the rank [113].

Fitness (i) =
N ·X i−1∑N
i=1 X

i−1
. (B.131)

X can be calculated as the solution to the following polynomial function:

0 = (SP − 1) ·XN−1 + SP ·XN−2 + ...+ SP ·X + SP, (B.132)

where selection pressure SP is possible in the range [1, N-2]. Generally, under
nonlinear ranking the worst individuals obtain a somewhat higher fitness than under
linear ranking with the same selection pressure. For a detailed description about
different fitness-scaling methods see [113,225].

Elitism was introduced by De Jong in 1975 [226] to ensure the survival of the found
optimum during the optimization search. Some of the best individuals are retained at
each generation in another memory place. Such individuals can be lost if they are not
selected to reproduce or destroyed through crossover or mutation. After a new population
is created, check whether best is in the population. If not, replace any individual in
the population with the best. It has been proven that elitism significantly improves the
performance, e.g., the search speed, of EAs.

Tournament Selection: Rank scaling requires sorting the entire population by rank,
and therefore it is a potentially time-consuming procedure. Similar to rank-based selec-
tion in terms of selection pressure, but tournament selection is more efficient and more
amenable to parallel computing. Under tournament selection a group of Nt (tournament
size) individuals is randomly chosen from the population and performs a ”tournament”.
The best individual with the highest fitness is usually chosen through a stochastic selec-
tion. The winner is inserted into the mating pool and the process is repeated until the
mating pool for generating new offsprings is filled. Usually, tournament selection can be
held between two individuals (binary tournament). But in general Nt can take any integer
value between 1 and N .

Truncation Selection (also known as threshold selection) is one of the most strongest
(most elitist) approaches of selection in that only a fraction T fittest individuals are
selected from the population and they are equally likely to be used. The others are
removed, and thus have no chance to produce offspring. Similar to tournament selection,
here only the rank of an individual in the population is used for selection, not the absolute
fitness value. Truncation selection is usually used in breeder genetic algorithms [227] and
considered to be very similar to the (µ, λ)-strategy in Evolution Strategy [228]. According
to Ref. [227], T should be chosen in the range [0.1, 0.5].

(µ+λ)- and (µ, λ)-Selection are completely deterministic rank-based methods, first
introduced to evolution strategies by Schwefel [229]. The (µ+λ)-selection selects the best
µ individuals out of the union of parents and offsprings to form the next parent generation
while the (µ, λ) chooses the µ best individuals out of the offsprings only. The former seems
to be more effective in terms of ensuring the survival of the best individuals (elitism),
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which might lead the search to local optima. On the contrary, by limiting lifetimes of
individuals to only one generation, the latter is able of leaving local optimum. (µ + λ)-
selection prevents the self-adaptation mechanism with respect to strategy parameters
to work effectively. In case of changing environment the former preserves (outdated)
solutions and is not able to follow the moving optimum. The ratio µ/λ provides the basic
parameterization instrument for controlling the character of the search. Decreasing µ
emphasizes on path-oriented search and convergence velocity while increasing µ leads to
a more volume-oriented search.

B.5.2 Recombination

Recombination is the process of creating an offspring from two or more selected parent-
individuals. It is sometimes distinguished from crossover based on how the variables
are treated. The mixing of the variables is called recombination and the mixing of the
values of a variable is termed as crossover. For simplicity, we use string-representation
to describe individuals in the population. Three different recombination operators, which
have been used successfully in genetic algorithms and evolution strategies, are presented
as follows.

Discrete Recombination creates corners of a hypercube defined by the components
of the parents (x and y). Let x = (x1, x2, ..., xNvar) and y = (y1, y2, ..., yNvar) be the
parent strings with the number of variables Nvar. Then the variables of the offspring
z = (z1, z2, ..., zNvar) are determined through

zi = xi · ai + yi · (1− ai) i ∈ (1, 2,..., Nvar),

ai ∈ {0, 1} with probability 0.5 (B.133)

ai is renewed for each i.

Extended Intermediate Recombination can generate any point within a slightly
larger hypercube.

zi = xi · ai + yi · (1− ai) i ∈ (1, 2,..., Nvar),

ai is chosen uniform randomly in the interval [-0.25, 1.25] (B.134)

ai is renewed for each i.

Extended Line Recombination produces a point in the line defined by x and y.
The new point may lie outside [xi, yi].

zi = xi · a+ yi · (1− a) i ∈ (1, 2,..., Nvar), (B.135)

a is chosen uniform randomly in the interval [-0.25, 1.25].

B.5.3 Crossover

Crossover is recombination with individuals represented by binary strings. After selection
(reproduction) the population is enriched with better individuals. The new individuals
are first generated through crossover by proceeding in three steps: (i) randomly select
a pair of individual strings for mating, (ii) randomly select a cross-site along the string
length, and (iii) swap the position values between the two strings following the cross-site.
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Single-point crossover is used by the traditional genetic algorithms. A cross-point
is selected randomly along the length of the mated strings and bits next to the cross-points
are exchanged to form children. With single-point crossover the head and the tail of a
string (an individual) cannot be passed together to the offspring. Therefore multi-point
crossover is necessary.

Figure B.8: Single-point crossover.

Multi-point crossover randomly distributes a number of chosen cross-points along
the string length. Then the variables between successive cross-sites are exchanged between
the two parent-strings to create two new offsprings, keeping the first section (between the
first variable and the first cross-point) of the both parent-strings fixed.

Figure B.9: Multi-point crossover.

Uniform crossover is quite different from the multi-point crossover. A binary
crossover mask of the same length as the individuals is randomly generated. On pro-
ducing child 1, where there is a 1 in the crossover mask, the gene is copied from the
first parent-string, and where there is a 0 in the mask the gene is copied from the second
parent-string. On producing child 2, where there is a 1 in the mask, the gene is copied
from parent 2, else from parent 1. A new crossover mask is randomly for each pair of
parent. An example with a random mask (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) is illustrated in Fig. B.10.

Figure B.10: Uniform crossover.

Shuffle crossover is related to uniform crossover. Before crossover, the variables are
randomly shuffled in both parents. A single-point crossover is then performed. After
recombination, the variables in the offspring are unshuffled. This avoids the positional
bias since the variables are randomly reassigned each time crossover is applied.
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B.5.4 Mutation

After crossover the individuals are subjected to mutation. Mutation prevents the algo-
rithm to be trapped in a local optimum. If crossover is supposed to exploit the current
solution to find better ones, mutation is supposed to help for the exploration of the whole
search space. Mutation is viewed as a background operator to maintain genetic diversity
in the population. It introduces new genetic structures in the population by randomly
modifying some of its building blocks. If there is no mutation, offsprings are generated
immediately after crossover (or directly copied) without any change. An important pa-
rameter in the mutation technique is the mutation probability. If mutation probability
100%, whole chromosome (string) is changed, if it is 0%, nothing is changed. Though
supposed to prevent the EA from falling into local extremes, mutation should not occur
very often, because then EA will in fact change to random search.

There are several forms of mutation for different kinds of representation. For binary
representation, a simple mutation can consist in inverting the value of each gene with a
small probability. The probability is usually taken about 1/L, where L is the length of
the string.

Flipping: Mutation of a bit involves flipping a bit, changing 0 to 1 and vice versa.
Interchanging: Two random positions of the string are chosen and the bits corre-

sponding to those positions are interchanged.
Reversing: A random position is chosen and the bits next to that position are re-

versed and a child string is produced.
Breeder Genetic Algorithm (BGA) Mutation [227]: A variable xi is selected

with probability pm for mutation. Typically, the BGA uses pm = 1/Nvar that is at least
one variable will be mutated. BGA mutation occurs by modifying the selected variable
with a value chosen within an interval [−rangei, rangei]. rangei defines the mutation
range and is usually set to 0.1 · searchintervali, with searchintervali to be the search
domain of variable xi. The new value zi is computed according to

zi = xi ± rangei · δ. (B.136)

The + or − sign is chosen with probability 0.5. δ is computed from a distribution which
prefers small values:

δ =
15∑
k=0

αk2
−k withαk ∈ {0, 1} (B.137)

Before mutation we set αk = 0. Then each αk is mutated to 1 with probability 1/16.
Only αk = 1 contributes to the sum. On average there will be just one αk with value 1,
say αj. Then δ is given by

δ = 2−j. (B.138)

The standard BGA mutation operator is able to generate any point in the hypercube with
center x defined by xi ± rangei. But it tests more often in the neighborhood of x. In the
above standard setting, the mutation operator is able to locate the optimal xi up to a
precision of rangei · 2−15.
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